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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

HISTORY OF THE CREATION OF THE PROJECT

In December 2008, during the opening ceremony for the foundation of the strategic
office of the Rosa Luxemburg in Brussels, some of the invitees gathered informally
and talked about their experiences as peace and human rights activists. Bosiljka
Schedlich of the Southeast European Cultural Centre In Berlin, who had worked
against the war in Yugoslavia in the diaspora and had initiated many psychological
and social initiatives with traumatized war refugees; Molly Malekar of Bat-Shalom in
Jerusalem, who since the founding of Jerusalem Link in 1994 had maintained cooperation with Palestinian peace activists despite all the blockades and battles; Asha
Hagi Elmi from Somalia, who has recently received the Alternative Nobel Prize for her
initiative Save the Somali Women and Children, and Birgit Daiber, head of the Brussels office, who had participated in the peace initiatives against the first Iraq War (the
Sheherazade Network), against the war in Yugoslavia and for peace in the Middle
East. A very lively discussion emerged around the various initiatives and experiences,
and UQQPVJGSWGUVKQPCTQUGEQWNFPoVYGVT[VQETGCVGCOQTGEQPVKPWCNYQTking conVGZV!6JCVKPVWTPICXGTKUGVQVJGKFGCHQTVJGRTQLGEVp6JG%QPVTKDWVKQPQH9QOGPKP
2GCEG CPF %QPHNKEV 6TCPUHQTOCVKQPq 6JG $TWUUGNU QHHKEG QH VJG 4QUC .WZGmburg
Foundation drafted an initial project outline, and other partners were also recruited:
Yolande Mukagasana, author of the first documentations of the genocide in Rwanda
(Mukgasana, 1997), Lama Hourani and later Ghada Al-Jadba from Palestine, and
Simone Susskind, founder of many essential Euro-Mediterranean peace initiatives,
GURGEKCNN[,GTWUCNGO.KPMCPFVJG+PVGTPCVKQPCN9QOGPoU%QOOKVVGG +9% 
Thus, four areas of experience were included: Rwanda, Somalia, the Middle East and
ex-Yugoslavia: four very different conflict and war contexts, not mutually comparable,
different in their respective histories and their socio-cultural and economic contexts,
their international frameworks and their intervention strategies, and also different in
terms of their specific current situations of war/conflict/ post-war development. However, there is one direct, common and provocative issue: how can it be that the
enormous amount of work and experience in peace practice by women and by many
selfless man, who are all struggling in their own contexts for compromise and peace
has entered to such a small degree into the general strategies of conflict prevention
and of positive measures for peace building? And what about support for the civil
resistance in war and violent conflict? Is the work for survival which civilian women
dedicate to secure their children and their families even noticed? Sometimes, as in the
cases of Asha Hagi Elmi, Bosiljka Schedlich or Ruchama Marton, women receive
awards and then enjoy a brief moment of public attention, but they then immediately
disappear back into their practical projects, through their grassroots work, and when
VJG pDKIq KUUWGU QH EQnHNKEV RTGXGPVKQP CPF EQPHNKEV VTCPUHQTOCVKQP CTKUG YQOGPoU
exRGTKGPEG CPF YQOGPoU RGTURGEVKXG QP EQPHNKEV CTG JCTFN[ Gver embedded in the
strategies. Nonetheless there certainly have been successes:
3
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Two major issues involving women have been incorporated into the official discourse
on war and peace since the adoption of Resolution 1325 by the UN in 2000 (1), and
the passage in 2008 of UN Resolution 1820 on the criminal prosecution of sexualized
wartime violence (2). These are the issues of the rape of women as a measure of war,
and the participation of women in the construction of peace processes in the context
of Women's Leadership. Woman experts are incorporated into the international court
teams for conflict management, and in specific projects (cf. e.g. Kennedy School of
Governance, ISIS Europe), and further training strategies for women from conflict
regions are being tested, so that their participation can be secured in the construction
QHEKXKNUVTWEVWTGUp#NQPIVGFKQWUKPVGTPCVKQPCNUVTWIINGQHYQOGPJCUCEJKGXGFUWccesses in recent years. At the international level, both in the international tribunes and
now at the International Court of Justice in The Hague, perpetrators are being proseEWVGFLWFKEKCNN[HQTTCRKPIYQOGPe*QYGXGTVJGUKVWCVKQPQHYKVPGUUGUKPKPVGTPaVKQPCNETKOKPCNEQWTVUKUeFKHHKEWNVHTQOCJWOCPKVCTKCPRQKPVQHXKGYRTQVGEVKQPCPF
support aTG YQGHWNN[ KPCFGSWCVGq /GFKEC /QPFKCNG %QNQIPG  R   +P CP
overall accounting, the expert women from many countries at the conference organized in 2008 by Medica Mondiale concluded that in spite of the fact that these criminal acts are internatKQPCNN[ CPF QHVGP GXGP PCVKQPCNN[ TGEQIPK\GF pYQOGP QHVGP Gxperience justice systems as inadequate or inaccessible s or even as incapable or unwilling to provide justice to female survivors of rape and other forms of sexualized
violence. The inaccessibility of the established justice system is an ongoing problem.
These systems are often far removed from the places of residence of women, speak
languages foreign to those women, treat women in a hostile manner, and provide no
security measures, so that women remain in an unsafe and vulnerable position. Often,
participation in legal proceedings is a discouraging experience, and turns the survivors into vicVKOUQPEGCICKPq KDKFR 
This shows that in spite of international recognition of sexual violence as criminal activity, judicial procedures for dealing with such violence is, to phrase it cautiously,
often not in a position to do very much to restore the dignity of the women and girls
concerned. The fact that it seems so difficult to do justice to the existential human
interests of women, even in cases of crimes, may be an indication of the fact of how
much more difficult it is to understand societal reality in violent conflicts and wars as
power relationships in which gender reality is just as much a constituent part as economic, ethnic nationalistic or religious facts. The primary task is therefore to really
root the experience and solution strategies of women as central in conflict transformation strategies.
1.2

PEACE MOVEMENTS AND FEMINIST POSITIONS

Currently, there are 31 violent conflicts and wars worldwide. The international peace
movements, by contrast, depend on resistance to war in the conflict regions themselves, but also in the western centres which are involved directly and indirectly in
regional conflicts and wars both via the weapons industry and via concrete power
interGUVU$WVKPVJGUGOWNVKHCTKQWUOQXGOGPVUCPFPGVYQTMUVJGYQOGPoUPGtworks
4
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JCXGCURGEKHKEQTKGPVCVKQPp+VoUVJGRGTEGRVKQPVJCVOKNKVCTKUOOKNKVCTK\CVKQPCPFYCT
are s only in part, but very significantly s driven and perpetuated by gender relations.
Economic factors, like oil or diamonds, drive war, yes. Ethno-national factors like the
desire to kill all the Muslims in India, or all Christians and animists in Sudan, yes, they
too drive war. But gender factors do also. I emphasize also: This is not to substitute a
gender analysis of war for the mainstream analysis, but to propose it as an intrinsic,
interwoven, inesECRCDNGRCTVQHVJGUVQT[qp#UHCTCUOKNKVCTK\CVKQPCPFwar are conEGTPGF + VJKPM KVoU UCHG VQ UC[VJCV   GEQPQOKE RQYGT   GVJPKEQTPCVKQPCN RQYGT
embodied in community, religious and state structures, and (3) gender power, are the
OQUV UKIPKHKECPV CPF KPHNWGPVKCN FKOGPUKQPU QH RQYGTq %QEMDWTP R  R 9, 2008).
#PF HWTVJGT %[PVJKC %QEMDWTP p9G PGGF VQ UGG YCTHCTG CU UQEKCN 9CT OC[ DG
FGCFN[ DWV KVoU TCVKQPCN +V KPXQNXGU C FGITGG QH UJCTGF Wnderstanding between the
warring factions. Only if we understand it this way, can we tease out, among the
othGTTGNCVKQPUVJQUGQHIGPFGTq
War as a social fact, she says, is not only embedded in social structures, but could
also be considered a systemic fact; moreover, it is possible to see war as a certain
phase in a sequence of conditions which operate as a continuum. This could mean for
example, that the participants in civil wars no longer see their goal as being the battle
against the enemy, but rather that they have an interest in the continuation of the war
and the long-term institutionalization of violence as such. Cockburn reflects on violent
conflict and war in the context of patriarEJCNUQEKGVCNUVTWEVWTGUCPFEQPENWFGUp6JG
case rests more firmly on the patriarchal gender relation itself, which is a relation as
much between masculinity and femininity as between men and women, a relation of
dichotomy and complementarity, hetero-normative, of domination and subordination,
characterK\GFD[EQGTEKQPCPFXKQNGPEG+VoUVJGIGPFGTQTFGTKVUGNHVJCVOGUJGUYKVJ
the war system in interesting and significant YC[Uq %QEMDWTPRR-5).
Often however, the patriarchal social structures which oppress women also permit
them to maintain more subtle social relationships, even in conflict situaVKQPUp+MPQY
women who exercise leadership not only in NGOs, but also through their own
autonomous action at the community level. Precisely because of the gendered way in
which they are raised, women have highly developed skills for communication and
relationship, and are well practised as bridge builders within the family and commuPKV[q (TCncis, Open Democracy, Feb. 2010). Here, women often use subversive tactics to protect their families.
Diana Francis takes up these demands and formulates as the general demand to
procGUUGU QH EQPHNKEV VTCPUHQTOCVKQP p6JG RTCEVKVKQPers and theoreticians of conflict
transformation, if they are to be true to their calling, must develop analysis and strategy for transforming the global structures and practices of violence, in a process of
global demilitarization that includes minds as well as societies, promoting a very different apRTQCEJ VQ YJCV KU PQY ECNNGF nHQTGKIP RQNKE[o CPF C PGY WPFGTUVCPFKPI QH
RQYGT6JKUKUYJCVnYQTMKPIVQUECNGoTGSWKTGU+VKUVJGQPN[TGCNKUVKETGURQPUGVQVJG
EWTTGPVINQDCNPCVWTGQHVJGRTQDNGOq (TCncis, OD Nov. 2009).
5
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The web discussions on OpenDemocracy address in a concentrated manner the multiplicity of the very different peace movements worldwide. Instead of complaining
about their splintered nature, the participants believe that very flexibly and informally
organK\GF PGVYQTMU CTG OQUV OGCPKPIHWN RTQXKFKPI pSWKGV RTQEGUUGU CPF UOCNN EKrcles, in which vital and transHQTOKPIGXGPVUVCMGRNCEGq &KCPC(TCPEKU5GRV 
Here, she also addresses the necessity for stronger ties between resistance moveOGPVUKPVJGFGXGNQROGPVQHUVTCVGIKGUHQTUQNWVKQPUp9CTTGUKUVGTUCPFRGCEGRQNKE[
advocates must keep finding opportunities to talk to each other and experiment with
working together, so that our connections can make us more powGTHWNq (TCPEKU1&
Sept. 2010)
At the concluding symposium of the Committee for Conflict Transformation Support
(CCTS) in 2009 (CCTS Review 41, London, Dec. 2009), Diana Francis presented the
results of the work of the CCTS on conflict transformation. She referred to the fact
that difference and changes in societal conditions of life are part of the human condition, and that conflicts are therefore often inevitable s especially with regard to fighting injustice and repression. The goal of conflict transformation is therefore not stability and pacification, but rather the well-DGKPICPFFGXGNQROGPVQHUQEKGVKGUp%QPHNKEV
is potentially constructive, and sometimes necessary to changing things that are unjust. Constructive conflict seeks solutions that address the rights and needs of all who
are involved, paving the way for cooperation. Violence contradicts the values of respect and coGZKUVGPEGUQPQPXKQNGPVOGVJQFUOWUVDGWUGFq %%65R 
She argues that nonviolent action is not exclusive, but rather inclusive, and gains its
power from the participation of the people, both of the weak and of the strong, that it
begins with the process of consciousness-raising about the reasons for the existing
situation and about the possible collective actions which could change that situation:
p0QNCTIG-scale, well resourced and internationally supported nonviolent action force
UVCPFUTGCF[VQVCMGQPUWEJTQNGUVQRTQVGEVCPFUWRRQTVNQECNRGQRNGq KDKFR 
she points out, but then asks whether it really makes more sense to have armies oppress the entire world? Basically, what is needed is a different understanding of human security and well-DGKPIp9GECPPGXGTDGOQTGVJCPTGNCVKXGN[CPFVGORQTCTKN[
secure, even those of us who live in the rich world. Learning to live with our insecurity, creatively and caringly, will make far more of us infinitely safer than trying to conVTQNVJGWPEQPVTQNNCDNGq KDKFR 6JGOCLQTVCUMHQTRGCEGCEVKXKUVUCPFTGUGCTEhers is, she says, to deconstruct war as a structure. In a chart, Francis counterposes
two very different worldXKGYUQHpRGCEGDWKNFKPIqCPFpRCEKHKECVKQPq
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Two World-Views: Peacebuilding and Pacification
Source: Committee for Conflict Transformation Support (CCTS),
Review 41, December 2009
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1.3

BASIC SOCIETAL CONDITIONS FOR WAR AND PEACE

While Cynthia Cockburn and Diana Francis address the practice of the peace movements and conflict transformation in the context of a feminist analysis of society, philosopher Judith Butler examined societal power structures and the basic conditions
for war and peace. She assumes that we think and act within certain frames, which
are the result of power oriented strategies. It is within the context of these frames that
we perceive the lives of others as being destroyed or damaged s or not. Since any
limit also includes breaks, the opportunity exists to shift these frames and to raise the
SWGUVKQPQHJQYQWTNKOKVUQHRGTEGRVKQPECPDGUJKHVGFHQTpVQUC[VJCVCNKHGKUKPLurable, for instance, or that it can be lost, destroyed, or systematically neglected to the
point of death, is to underscore not only the finitude of a life (that death is certain), but
also its precariousness (that life requires various social and economic conditions to be
met in order to be sustained as a life). Precariousness implies living socially, that is,
VJG HCEV VJCV QPGoU NKHG KU CNYC[U KP UQOG UGPUG KP VJG JCPFU QH VJG QVJGTq $WVNGT
Frames of War: When Is Life Grievable? 2009, pp. 13-  p5KORN[ RWV NKHG Tequires
support and enabling conditions in order to be NKXGCDNGNKHGq KDKFR $WVNGTFKstinguishes preECTKQWUPGUUCPFRTGECTKV[CPFRQKPVUQWVp.KXGUCTGD[FGHKPKVKQPRTecarious: they can be expunged at will or by accident; their persistence is in no sense
guaranteed. In some sense, this is a feature of all life, and there is no thinking of life
that is not precarious s except, of course, in fantasy, and in military fantasies in parVKEWNCT e 2Tecarity designates that politically induced condition in which certain
populations suffer from failing social and economic networks of support and become
differentially exRQUGFVQKPLWT[XKQNGPEGCPFFGCVJq KDKFR (QT$WVNGTTGEQgnizing precariousness as a basic fact of human life is a prerequisite for developing
empathy for the suffering of otherU p(QT RQRWNations to become grievable does not
require that we come to know the singularity of every person who is at risk or who
has, indeed, already been risked. Rather, it means that policy needs to understand
precariousness as a shared condition, and precarity is the politically induced condition
that would deny equal exposure through the radically unequal distribution of wealth
and the differential ways of exposing certain populations, racially and nationally conceptualized, to greater violence. The recognition of shared precariousness introduces
strong normative commitments of the quality and invites a more robust and universalizing of rights that seeks to address basic human needs for food, shelter, and other
conditions for persisting and flourishinIq KDKFRR-9). This right, she says, is universal. In the wars currently being fought however, human lives are separated into
VJQUG pYJQUG NKXGU CTG EQPUKdered valuable, whose lives are mourned, and [those]
whose lives are considered non-grievable eVJCVECPPQVDGOQWTPGFDecause [they]
PGXGTNKXGFePGXGTEQWPVGFCUCNKHGCVCNNq KDKFR 6JGTGCUQPYJ[YGJCXG
no right to destroy the other is due to our subjective nature, which binds us as a subject to each other subject, as well as the TGCNK\CVKQPpVJCVYGGCEJJCXGVJGRQYGTVQ
destroy and to be destroyed, and that we are bound to one another in this power and
this preECTKQWUPGUUq KDKFR 
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$WVNGTCTIWGU HQTTCFKECNTGVJKPMKPIQHPQPXKQNGPEG0QPGVJGNGUU p8KQNGPEGCPFPQPviolence are not only strategies or tactics, but form the subject and become its constituVKXGRQUUKDKNKVKGUq KDKFR #PFp0QP-XKQNGPEGeFGPQVGUVJGOKTGFCPFEQnflicted position of a subject who is injured, rageful, disposed to violent retribution and
neverVJGNGUUUVTWIINGUCICKPUVVJCVCEVKQPq KDKFR (QT$WVNGTpPQP-violence is
not a peaceful state, but a social and political struggle to make a rage articulate and
effective s the careHWNN[ETCHVGFnHWEM[QWoq KDKFR 
But move reflects societal power structures with reference to the war-making capability of our societies, just as feminist peace researchers and activists insist that the social gender constructs of patriarchy are an essential factor for training society for warmaking capability. in order to develop the peace capability of a society, it is necessary
s and this is where it transcends the classical woman centred approaches s that the
threat to human life as a fundamental fact be recognized, a threat which cannot be
countered by armaments, walling oneself in, or heroism, since only the recognition of
VJCV HCEV CU C DCUKE HCEV QH JWOCP GZKUVGPEG OCMGU KV RQUUKDNG VQ EQORTGJGPF pVJG
radiECNN[ GICNKVCTKCP EJCTCEVGT QH ITKGXCDKNKV[q KDKF R   s and thus to permit the
opportunity of a change of society towards peace capability and reconciliation.
$WVNGToURJKNQUQRJKECNCRRTQCEJHQTOUCOCVTKZQPVJGDCUKUQHYJKEJEQPETGVGCPCNyses and options for action can be organized in new frames, and an extended democratic practice for the development of peace capability can be motivated.

2

THE WORKING APPROACH OF THE PROJECT

The selection for the first phase of the project, planned for three years, was limited to
the four cases mentioned above, in order to enable a relatively intensive in-depth
process. The working languages were English and French, and to some extent German (none of the working languages is the mother tongue of any of the experts). The
team of experts consists of:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Shukria Dini (Toronto/Somalia) assumed responsibility for the presentation of
Somalia
Yolande Mukagasana (Brussels/Kigali) the same for Rwanda
Bosiljka Schedlich (Berlin/Croatia) worked on ex-Yugoslavia
Molly Malekar (Jerusalem) reported on peace work in Israel
Lama Hourani (Ramallah) worked on the history of resistance in Palestine
Ghada Al-Jabda (Gaza) reported about initiatives in Gaza
Simone Susskind reported on the history of cooperation between Israeli and
2CNGUVKPKCPRGCEGCEVKXKUVUCPFQPVJG+PVGTPCVKQPCN9QOGPoU%Qmmittee.

The first work step was to build the cooperation between the experts. Based on the
basic question of susceptibility and significance of the peace work achieved by
women in conflict and war areas, a working context was initiated.

9
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In order to facilitate cooperation between the experts, they provided information
about their personal experiences and their access to peace work in biographical individual interviews (see Appendix 1). These interviews were then circulated among the
experts, and they were able to get an impression of their cooperation partners prior to
getting to know them personally.
In the second work step, key questions for country reports were formulated. The experts were requested to take a position on the history of the development of the conflicts, the course of the conflicts, civil resistance, particularly that of women, and on
experiences of violence and strategies for solution and for addressing the violence of
the war. The key questions (see Appendix 2) were formulated simply as incentives for
the flow of the account, and not as questions to be answered strictly. Due to the difference of the concrete conflict/wartime experiences, each expert concentrated on a
different aspect.
In the third work step, the experts drafted country reports, which were then translated
into the other working languages and circulated. Then each expert was allowed to
choose which key question she wanted to address in her report.
In the fourth work step, the working seminars in Brussels were organized. Into seminars of several days each in 2010 and 2011, the reports were discussed, and the recommendations for sensitizing policy were drafted.
In addition, two pilot seminars on the Middle East conflict were designed in Brussels,
the results of which were also incorporated into the recommendations of the project.
An initial pilot seminar on the history of cooperation between peace activists of Israel
and Palestine is 1988 was organized in the spring of 2010 in cooperation with the EU
Commission (DG Research). Activists, peace researchers, experts in the EU Commission, and politicians from the European Parliament participated in the discussion
around the failure of the attempts to bring peace to the Middle East conflict and the
consequences of that fact for civil society peace initiatives Israel and Palestine. In the
spring of 2011, in cooperation with the UNWRA office in Brussels, the visit of a group
QHCEVKXKUVUVQ)C\CYCUQTICPK\GFKPYJKEJVJGYQTMQHVJGYQOGPoUKPKVKCVKXGUQHVJG
UNWRA in Gaza and their civil society significance could be discussed.
In the fifth work step, the knowledge obtained in the project was considered and
compiled, and presented to the closing conference of the first phase of the project in
November 2011 in Brussels.

10
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3

THE ANALYSIS OF COUNTRY REPORTS

In the analysis of country reports, we refer to the categorization established in feminist peace research, taking particular account of:
x
x
x

economic
ethno-nationalist, and
religious

contexts of development, and the process and solution of conflicts.
For the examples we selected however, we also had to incorporate additional categories into the analysis, in particular:
x
x
x

post-colonial
post-socialist, and
imperial geostrategic interest driven

Conflicts and war developments: Especially in Africa, post-colonial structures are still
dominant, both as regards internal conflicts, and through the presence of former colonial powers which repeatedly see themselves called upon to intervene in conflicts
up to the point of military intervention. This is particularly true of France.
The extent to which the end of the Cold War and the disappearance of the Soviet Union as a geostrategic superpower has accelerated the outbreak of regional and intrasocietal violence, conflicts and wars, or promoted geo-strategically based wars by the
United States and its allies worldwide, is not to be addressed here. Particularly however with regard to the Middle East conflict, these changes have to be taken into account. Here, an unholy alliance between the power interests of the West and the conservative regimes of the region has become obvious, on alliance which undermines
any possible peace process in favour of an iron military security doctrine.
What is clear in the case of Yugoslavia however is that the end of the Yalta system
has promoted the development of war. To that extent therefore, it would appear appropriate to incorporate the changes and conflicts and post-socialist societies into the
CPCN[UKU$QUKNLMC5EJGFNKEJJCUUCKFKPVJKUTGICTFp+PHQTOGT;WIQUNCXKCeCUKPCNN
post-socialist countries, a vacuum in terms of key values occurred after the political
change, so that in times of crisis, people gathered around such firm identities and
values as a nation and the family. Only once the crisis ends can new creations and
values be inUVCNNGFq 5EJGFNKEJp. 90 of the Documentation).
But we have also had to examine more closely from the point of view of geostrategic
power relationships, and to call into question, the theory often voiced in feminist positions that the more patriarchal a society is, the more it tends toward violence. We can
certainly be stated that Western societies have endeavored to move toward societal
equality of women, and no one would certainly claim that the USA is an extremely
patriarchal society. At the same time however, the US s and their allies s pursue geostrategic imperial interests, and wage wars wherever they consider it advantageous to
11
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do so. We must also state that the internal condition of a society s whether more or
less patriarchal s only to a limited degree reflects the power interests being realized
through war and violence. Formulated drastically, it could be said that imperial interests overlay domestic civil society and gender oriented democratic participation processes, and shape them to conformity with power interests. This occurred in particular
in the beginning of the Afghanistan War, which was partially legitimated by the argument that the goal was the liberation of Afghan women from the extreme rule of
the Taliban.
In the following, we have compiled the official statements from the country reports in
the three key dimensions of the project, which are:
x
x
x
3.1

the development of conflicts/wars
civilian resistance work
the work of peace-building
THE CASE OF YUGOSLAVIA
p+COEQPXKPEGFVJCVVJKUYCTPGGFPQVJCXGDGGPVJCVYars need not to
beat all. There were alternatives, as there are in every conflict, even
though much of history remains alive in the present. People are different,
always. - $WVKUVJCVCTGCUQPVQYCIGYCTU!q $QUKNLMC5EJGFNKEJ&QMWR
41).

In her report, Bosiljka Schedlich provides deep Insight into the fissured history of the
Balkans. The following compilation contains some of the key elements of the report.
The entire report is attached as Annex 1.
The history of Yugoslavia has been marked by imperial conflicts, starting with that
between the Eastern and Western Roman empires, and later between the Habsburg
and Ottoman Empires. It has also been torn apart by ethnic and religious conflicts. In
the fourteenth century, the Ottomans introduced Islam into their area of rule, while
the areas subordinate to the Habsburgs were Catholic, and the Serbian areas remained attached to the Byzantine tradition of Orthodox Christianity. In the nineteenth
century, nationalism emerged in Croatia and Serbia, giving rise to powerful movements for independence. After the fall of the Habsburg Empire in the First World War,
the Kingdom of Serbs Croats and Slovenes was created in 1918. The Croats and
Serbs wage a continual battle over their historic justifications and their national identiVKGU YJKNG QVJGT GNGOGPVU QH VJG RQRWNCVKQP YGTG KIPQTGF p+P VJG FKUEWUUKQP CDQWV
territorial claims, the right of national self-determination was frequently projected into
the past. In the minds of the nationalists, the nations had already existed in their respective medieval kingdoms. They derived their territorial claims from pre-Ottoman
VKOGUCPFFGOCPFGFVJGTGUVQTCVKQPQHVJGKTJKUVQTKETKIJVUq &QMWR 
After Yugoslavia entered the Second World War at the side of Germany and Japan in
 %TQCVKCP PCVKQPCNKUVU RTQENCKOGF CP KPFGRGPFGPV UVCVG CPF CV *KVNGToU KPUVTWctions, murdered the Jewish and Roma population. Thereafter, according to the plan, a
third of the Serbian population of Croatia, especially the men, were to be murdered, a
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third was to be deported, and the remaining third, primarily women and children, was
to be converted to Catholicism. But the royalist Serbs, too, committed massacres
against the Croatian and Muslim populations. The Croatian Serbian war which took
place during this period was carried out with great brutality on both sides.
In accordance with a resolution of the Comintern, which wanted to tie up the German
army in the Balkans, the Communist Party of Yugoslavia in 1941 organized the resistance against the )GTOCPUpThe Communists propagated equal rights for all peoples
and also federalism; they were disciplined, and introduced strict ethical and moral
rules, and unlike their opponents, respected the property of the people. This won
them the confidence of the people, who frequently sought refuge with the partisans,
as they fled from the attacks by the naVKQPCNKUVKE WPKVUq &QMW R   6JG 2CTVisan
movement under the leadership of Josip Broz Tito liberated Yugoslavia, which in 1945
became a communist, federal state. Bosiljka Schedlich notes, summarizing the counVT[oUJKUVQT[RTKQTVQp;WIQUNCXKCYCUCEQPINQOGTCVKQPQHUGXGTCNPCVKQPUNCnguages, cultures and religions. It has been heir to four different cultural/civilizational
realms: the Byzantine, the Mediterranean, the Central European and the Islamic. ...
During the Second World War, the country also experienced a brutal civil war alongside the struggle for liberation. During the forty-six years thereafter, Yugoslavia was
Stalinist for seven years and then grew from a centralist state to the most open socialist state that ever existed. Thus, Yugoslavia experienced capitalism and communism,
fascism, ocEWRCVKQPCPFEKXKNYCTq &QMWR 
The Yugoslav and European public did not realize how the situation began to change
KPCHVGT6KVQoUFGCVJ$QUKNLMC5EJGFNKEJIKXGUCRTGEKUGCEEQWPVQHVJGGXGPVUKP
JGTTGRQTVp5VWFGPVUKP2TKUJVKPCFGOQPUVTCVGFHQTDGVVGTHQQFCVVJGWPKXGTUKV[ECnteen. Workers all over Kosovo joined them, and demanded higher wages. The police
shot into the demonstration and killed thirteen people. The persecution, arrests and
torture of Albanians became an everyday occurrence, they were dismissed from all
important positions, and their children expelled from the schools, since they were no
longer allowed to speak Albanian. The deaths in Kosovo aroused no indignation in the
country. In the national pecking order in YugoslaXKCe#NDCPKCPUYGTGLWUVQPGTWPI
CDQXGVJG4QOCq &QMWR 
A memorandum of the Serbian AcadGO[QH5EKGPEGCPF#TVKPCEEWUGFVJGp6itoist regime of being anti-Serbian and of having prevented a Serbian state within the
federation, of having suppressed Serbia politically and economically, and of having
thrust Serbia into a subordinate role. Claiming that Serbs in Kosovo and Croatia were
threatened and forced to emigrate or assimilate, they urgently demanded intervention
to protect their cultural and national integrity. ...now, they said, Titoist Yugoslavia was
a prison only for the Serbian people. The supporters of the Greater Serbian idea put
heavy pressure on the Serbian and Yugoslav leaderships to get tough with the Albanians in Kosovo. Kosovo was pronounced the issue determining the survival and destiny of the Serbian people ... In March 1989 ... the Serbian constitution was changed
and placed above the Yugoslav constitution. With this act, Serbia in effect seceded
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and withdrew from the Yugoslav state. Unfortunately, the act and its implications
were taken seriously neither in Yugoslavia nor CDTQCFp &QMWRR-62).
When the Albanians in Kosovo protested against these changes in the autonomy of
their province by Serbia, they were fired upon, and 22 people were killed. In June
  OKNNKQP RGQRNG ICVJGTGF QP VJG -QUQXQ 2QNLG pHKGNF QH VJG DNCEMDKTFUq  VQ
commemorate the 600th CPPKXGTUCT[QHVJGNQUVDCVVNGQH-QUQXQpIn his speech, Milosevic announced that Serbs were once again fighting a battle s without weapons,
although that was not precluded. This remark too was not taken seriously, it provoked
PQTGCEVKQPUq &QMWR 
+PVJGRTQEGUUQHVJGFKUKPVGITCVKQPQH;WIQUNCXKCYCUTCFKECNK\GFp8KTVually all
Serbs considered the elections in Slovenia as the Slovenian secession from Yugoslavia and those in Croatia as the triumph of VJG 7UVCwC =VJG YCTVKOG %TQCVKCP HCUEKUV
party]. The results were used as a message and a call to the masses to continue the
PCVKQPCNUVTWIINGGXGPYKVJYGCRQPUq
However, the war and its justification in nationalisms unfolded in the context of an
existePVKCNGEQPQOKEETKUKUp6JGRGTEGPVKPHNCVKQPTCVGDGHQTGVJGQWtbreak of the
war in 1991 s like that in Europe during the 1920s s VJTGCVGPGFRGQRNGoUXGT[NKXGNihoods, especially in the larger towns. There were reports of people who killed themselves beECWUGVJG[YGTGJWPIT[CPFEQWNFPoVRC[VJGKTGNGEVTKEKV[DKNNU+PVJKUUKVWation, the interest in the preservation of the state was lost.
p6JGOGFKCJCFCOCLQTRCTVKPVJKUKPVGTRTGVKPICPFFKUUGOKPCVKPIVJGFCKN[PGYUKP
national terms. Anti-nationalism was discredited as the inheritance of the socialist
reIKOGCPF6KVQFGOQPK\GFCUCnVQVCNKVCTKCP$QNUJGXKMoD[VJG%TQCVKCPCPF5GTDKCP
national leaders alike. A new culture of memory was to be forged, nationalism rehabilitated and antifascism calleFKPVQSWGUVKQP +P 5GTDKC VJGéGVPKMUYGTGEGNGDTCVGF
as anti-HCUEKUVU CPFKP %TQCVKC VJG7UVCwCYGTGTGXGTGFCUJGTQGUCPFFGHGPFGTUQH
their people. This process was underpinned by the disclosure of the covered-up
crimes of the communist government at the end of the Second World War. To spread
hatred and panic, Serb nationalists used the memory of the Jasenovac extermination
ECOR YJGTG VJG %TQCVKCP 7UVCwC JCF MKNNGF VJQusands of Jews, Roma, Serbs and
anti-fascists. The Croatian nationalists used the memory of Bleiburg, where partisans
had killed thousands of their opponents after the British had prevented their flight to
the west. Like a boomerang, the suppressed stories returned and fostered the thirst
for revenge.
p6JGKFGCVKQPCNEQPPGEVKQPYJKEJJCFCTKUGPCUnHTCVGTPKV[CPFWPKV[oKPVJGEQOOQP
partisan movement, the link connecting the Yugoslav peoples which transcended all
historical and everyday barriers, was thus broken. The last threads broke when the
same massacred corpse was shown at the same time on the television news in Belgrade and in Zagreb s as the victim of Croats and of Serbs, respectively. Planned
murders, often of moderate, peace-oriented and sensible people, spread fear which
grew into panic. The tension produced the feeling of having to defend oneself and
one's own people, as the partisans and the other earlier heroes had done. In coloured
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WPKHQTOU QDVCKPGF HTQO C XCTKGV[ QH OQFGTP CTOKGU CPF CFQTPGF YKVJ éGVPKM CPF
7UVCwCFGEQTations, the insanity of the civil war within the Second World War era was
TGXKXGF6JGECNNUVQnFGHGPFJGCTVJCPFJQOGoTGVWTPGFCUVJGVGTTQTVJGUWppressed,
the unspoken, to the new generation. And the nerves of the people were stretched to
the breakKPIRQKPVq &QMWRR-69)
The reality of war finally shocked public opinion throughout Europe. Bosiljka
5EJGFNKEJnUTGRQTVTGECNNUVJGCVTQEKVKGUQHVJKUYCTWRVJTQWIJVJG&C[VQPCITGGOGPV
#PFCUMU p6JGMG[SWGUVKQPJQYGXGTKU YJQYCPVGFVJGYCTCPFYJQYCUHQTEGF
into it. The Yugoslav people believed until the end that there would be no war s and
that if there were, then only where both sides wanted it. Everyone ignored Kosovo
and the Albanians. In the case of Slovenia, everyone was horrified. In the case of
Croatia, everyone thought it must have sometJKPIVQFQYKVJVJG7UVCwC9JGPVJG
shooting started in Bosnia, people thought it only involved the people in the burning
neighbouring village. Only when their own village burned did they realize that the
armed paramilitary units and the army were waging war against the civilian population. When people were picked up, they thought they themselves were blameless,
and would soon be let free. When they were taken to the camps, tortured and killed
D[VJGVJQWUCPFUVJG[EQWNFPoVVJKPMCP[OQTG6JGRGQRNGKP5arajevo thought they
were part of the civilized world, which had hosted the Olympic Games in 1988 with
great success, and that they were actually a good example of Christians and Muslims
living together. They lost their faith in humanity and their hope when they were besieged, shelled and shot at from the surrounding mountains for over three years. The
snipers got DM 100 for each person shot, for each dead child, for each dead woman,
for each dead man, regardless of nationality. The free world could be reached only
through a narrow tunnel which was dug under the airfield. Anyone trying to escape
from the city was shot by the UNO soldiers, who proclaimed their neutrality. In the
other cities too, the non-Serbian population was to be bled to death and driven out by
starvation. In 1993, when more than fifty-one thousand people were driven together
KP5TGDTGPKECD[VJGpGVJPKEENGCPUKPIqQHGCUVGTP$QUPKCVJG(TGPEJ)GPGTCN2JKlippe
Morillon promised desperate women preventing him from leaving town that the UNO
would defend Srebrenica from further attacks as a protected zone. Two years later,
after they had been left to endure starvation and constant shelling, UN soldiers stood
idly by as the greatest massacre in Europe since the Second World War was carried
out.
p5JQTVN[ VJGTGCHVGT 5GTDKCP QHHKEGTU NGHV VJG %TQCVKCP -TCLKPC YKVJ VJGKT HCOKNKGU CPF
their property, the border area. Two weeks later, some two hundred thousand Serbs
fled before Operation Storm. For the USA, it was important after the massacre in Srebrenica in July 1995 to end the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina and to bring the Bosnian
Serbs to the negotiating table. Since they themselves did not want to intervene militarily any more than their NATO allies did, somebody else had to do it. That somebody
was Croatia, which received strategic assistance from the USA for that purpose. The
Croatian armed forces expanded their operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina so far that
the USA had to forbid them from taking the city of Banja Luka, which had already
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been deserted by its residents, to prevent a possible humanitarian catastrophe. Thus
was the Serbian Republic within Bosnia-Herzegovina maintained, so as to establish a
DCNCPEGQHHQTEGUq &QMWRR-74)
The situation of women in socialist Yugoslavia was relatively gQQFp/CP[YQOGP
completed their education. Although housework and hence the double burden, remained exclusively their responsibility, many women climbed to the highest levels in
politics, the economy and culture. Before the war of the 1990s, women were
COQPIUVVJGDGUVLQWTPCNKUVUYTKVGTUCPFRQNKVKEKCPUq &QMWR
9KVJVJGYCTVJKUUKVWCVKQPEJCPIGFTCFKECNN[p6JG[YGTGPQVQPN[GZRGNNGFUJQVCPF
tortured, they were also raped on a massive scale. The rapists explained that they
actually wanted to humiliate their husbands by violating their women, so that they
YQWNFPGXGTCICKPTGVWTP VQVJGKTJQOGU6JG nGVJPKEENGCPUKPIoYCUVQDGCEJKGXGF
by means of vioNGPEGCICKPUVYQOGPq R
p/CLQT ;WIQUNCX TGUKUVCPEG CICKPUV VJG YCT YCU KORQUUKDNG Fue to the lack of any
party or other opposition. In a country in which the partisans were the great models,
and which maintained an armed defence against foreign attackers in which all adult
citizens were involved, there was little chance for non-violent resistance by the citizens. Nonetheless, even during the periods of the worst fighting, there were in all
parts of the country and in all societal strata people with the courage and the silent
solidarity for those affected who, alone or in groups, provided help and peaceful resistance. q R 
p#P CRRGCN D[ OQVJGTU QH UQNFKGTU YCU UKIPGF D[  EKVK\GPU QH <CITGD KP VJG
course of just two days. It remained unanswered. In the summer of 1991, thousands
of women demonstrated in Belgrade, and were dispersed by the soldiers. In the
spring of 1992, a major demonstration was held in Sarajevo; snipers shooting a highrise building killed eight [demQPUVTCVQTU?q(Doku. p. 81).
p6JG HGOKPKUV OQXGOGPV CTQUG CU GCTN[ CU VJGUCPF nUCU C EQOOQP OQXement in Zagreb, Ljubljana, Belgrade and Sarajevo. Ties and friendships created at that
time have lasted to this day. Women have been the first to use their old networks for
communication with other women from other nationalities and countries. That helped
to keep them from adopting the prejudices and nationalist stereotypes subconsciously themselves, and enabled them to ward off the propaganda. Such women as
$KNLCPC -CwKä 0CFGzFC éCêKPQXKê 4CFC +XGMQXKä 8GUPC 2WUKä ,GNGPC <WRRG 8GUPC
-GUKä .[FKC 5MNGXKEM[ /CLC /KNGU 5NCXGPMC &TCMWNKä CPF &LWTFLC -PGzGXKä DWKNV WR
VJGHKTUVHGOKPKUVYQTMKP;WIQUNCXKCCPFQTICPK\GFVJGHKTUVYQOGPoUITQWRUGEQNQIical associations and hotlines for woman victims of violence. The war did not end their
cooperation with their connections. Rather, they were the first to organize support for
the victims of war and to speak out against prejudice, nationalism and war. They were
atVCEMGFVJTGCVGPGFCPFNCDGNNGFCUnYKVEJGUoq Doku., pp. 89-90 dt.)
The Court of Human Rights in The Hague is the primary framework within which the
aftermath of the war in Yugoslavia is being dealt with, but this is also being done in
the context of such civil society organizations as the regional network RECOM,
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founded in 2006, in which NGOs and associations of war victims from all regions
work together. The major goal of RECOM is to set up an independent commission to
investigate and solve the crimes carried out during the war.
Currently, the pressure which the European Union is putting on Croatia and Serbia in
the context of negotiations for accession is important. The economic situation of people is much worse than it was before the war, and this process of rapprochement
shows how important it is that economic and structural support from the outside also
be used for dealing with the war crimes.
The Southeast European Cultural Centre, founded in Berlin in 1991 by Bosiljka
Schedlich, was a contact point for refugees from all over Yugoslavia, of which 45,000
live in Berlin alone. It has established its own network for counselling, self-help and
therapeutic trauma work. In the foundation ÜBERBRÜCKEN (bridging), the experiences of the Centre are Incorporated into international work for overcoming the effects of war, as the precondition for the process of peace-building. Bosiljka Schedlich
UWOUQH JGTGZRGTKGPEG CU HQNNQYU p2GTUQnCNN[FGCNKPI YKVJQPGoU GZRGTKGPEGU HTQO
the war means not only ending the nightmares, but also developing trust in human
society. Indeed, this is the basic precondition for process from which personal and
societal capacity for peace and nonviolence can emerge. This is true both for the victims and for the perpeVTCVQTUq &QMWRFV 
CONTEMPLATING THE WAR IN YUGOSLAVIA
The disintegration and war in Yugoslavia is of particular importance for Europe. First,
because Europe s and particularly the EU s fell into a state of shock when faced with
this war, and became incapable of action; second, because the development of the
conflict and of the war in Yugoslavia certainly provide a scenario for what can happen
if the EU were to fall apart. Yugoslavia was a multiethnic state, a leader of the socalled neutral nations during the Cold War, a model of far-reaching federalism, and
the model for democratic and non-authoritarian socialism, and hence was for a long
time an example for development in other countries. None of this did any good when
it came to preventing them insanity of war. The essential lesson for Europe from the
Yugoslav war is that historic conflicts can break out anew at any time, and that war
can returned to central Europe.
The first violent conflicts, the students and workers strike in Kosovo, began in 1981.
For 10 years, until the outbreak of the war, the nationalist and ethnic conflicts developed before the eyes of the Yugoslav and European public without anybody taking
any notice. The outbreak in the course of the war ultimately took place in the shadow
of the upheaval in Europe in 1989, and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991.
Nonetheless, the fact that the development of the conflict was not perceived at all is
unique, and requires deeper reflection, beyond the scope of the present project.
The composition of Yugoslavia after the Second World War, with six republics and
two autonomous provinces, with various nationalities and religions, had after all stuck
toIGVJGT HQT  [GCTU WPVKN 6KVQoU FGCVJ RCUUKPI VJTQWIJ XCTKQWU TGHQTO RTQEGUUGU
The transformation from a kind of socialism that was in no sense Stalinist, and was
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marked by a high deITGGQHEKVK\GPUoRCTVKEKRCVKQP, to capitalism, took place here very
much earlier, at the beginning of the 1980s. Notably, there were two groups of the
population which suffered discrimination here: the Albanians of the Roma. It is also
notable that the Serbs always saw themselves as the winners of the Second World
War, and long before the development of the violent conflicts, claimed predominance
over Croatia and Slovenia.
6JGTGCTGGZKUVGPVKCNGEQPQOKEETKUGUVQDGQXGTEQOGVJGHCOKPGCHVGT5VCNKPoU
economic blockade in 1948, the industrialization of the country, and the struggle
against illiteracy, which at the outset included 80% of the population, the transition
from the socialist-centralist system to the Yugoslav model of worker selfmanagement, to name but a few. The economiEETKUGUKPVJGnUNGFVQCPQRGPKPI
of the borders and to growing labour migration by Yugoslav citizens, who, with their
transfer payments, contributed to a great degree to the survival of the country, right
up until the outbreak of the war. In 1983, reforms were adopted for the economic
consolidation of the country, but they could not be implemented because each republic and province was fighting for its own particular interests. In this case, it is clear
that at ethno-nationalism and economic interests of domination were closely connected.
All this does not however explain how such an incredible outbreak of hate and violence, and genocide against the Muslim population, could occur. In order to find even
the beginnings of an explanation, the change in the interpretation of history would
have to be examined more closely. The common Yugoslav identity rested on the history of resistance against Hitler and the liberation of the country by the partisans. Under the surface of this common identity and its great historical narrative, there was
evidently the history of a bitter and violent nationalism, especially of the Croats and
Serbs, before and after the First World War. This nationalism in turn overlaid the history of Habsburg rule, and the struggles against the Ottoman Empire. And perpendicular to these historical data, which can be ever updated and reinterpreted, run the
boundaries between the religions: Islam, Catholicism and Orthodoxy. Particularly in
the Christian churches s unlike among the Muslims s the development of the conflicts
have proven to be incapable of peaceful resolution, by supporting the particularly prevailing ethno-nationalistic tendencies. An examination of the development of the ideological training of the population for war reveals a number of distinct phases of the
EQWPVT[oUFGXGNQpment:
x

x
x

The discrimination and the growing racism against the Albanian and Roma
population groups are an indicator for the incapability of Yugoslav societies,
long before the outbreak of hostilities between other population groups, to realize the legally rooted equality and participation of various population groups.
Long past historical dates, such as the battle of Kosovo, are recalled and
documented in the media, and thus linked to current patterns of interpretation.
Economic problems are no longer seen as common problems, but rather in the
context of the strong and the weak: The strong no longer want to share with
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x

x

x

the weak; at the same time, the weak suffer discrimination justified by their
supposed incompetence.
Neighbours become enemies: From a certain point on, enmity starts is no
longer restricted to the public realm, far removed from the real relationships
between people, but is rather lived at the individual level.
The new patterns of interpretation in the new national identities demand defendKPI QPGUGNH CICKPUV QPGoU TGURGEVKXG GPGO[ 0Q QPG UGGU JKOUGNH CU VJG
aggressor, but rather as the defender of his own well understood national interests.
No party to the war can do without legitimating ideological contexts. Fighting
HQT LWUVKEG HQT QPGoU QYP ECWUG KU RCTV QH VJG UGNH-legitimation of war propaganda.

The fact that women were well integrated in Yugoslav society did not contribute to
VJG RGCEG ECRCDKNKV[ QH ;WIQUNCXKCoU EQORQPGPV UQEKGVKGU ;GV YQOGPoU UGlf-help
groups attempted to make European and Yugoslav public opinion aware of the possible developments toward war s CNDGKV YKVJQWV UWEEGUU /QTGQXGT OCP[ YQOGPoU
groups refused to let themselves be split apart along nationalistic lines, but continued
to maintain contact during and after the war, and organized self-help projects for
peace-building. Thanks to this work, the victims of rape and mistreatment gained the
courage to publicly describe their experiences before the Court in The Hague, and
thus to contribute toward the condemnation of sexual violence in conflicts and wars
as a war crime by the UN.
Only when the massacre of Muslim men from Srebrenica became known, and only
after, in the spring of 1995, a shell killed eighty young people in a disco in Sarajevo,
was international public opinion ready to accept military intervention. That was the
only way this insanity could have been stopped at that point. Yet that would have
been possible long before 1989, and even until long after the war had started. It
would have been possible to alleviate the economic difficulties by cooperation. It
would also have been possible to address the perhaps unstoppable process of secession, and thus to control it, so as to prevent a war of everybody against everybody.
But all this is speculation with no basis in reality.
The result of this war is the breakup of former Yugoslavia into new small nationstates, and ethnic cleansing. Ethno-nationalism is still massively present. While Bosnia-Herzegovina has formally been preserved as a unit, it is in fact split into Serbian
and Croatian-Bosnian parts. Kosovo is still a trouble spot. Many refugees have been
unable to return to their homes, due to the ethnic cleansing. The wounds of war are
still festering, even 16 years after the end of the fighting.
Peace work during the war and since the end of the fighting has been concentrated
on re-establishing the dignity of people by means of trauma work and many at least
small projects for the reestablishment of an acceptable socio-cultural climate. Of particular importance is the work of the international Court of Justice in The Hague. The
legal proceedings against those responsible for the war are important; so, too, is the
identification of those murdered at Srebrenica, so that the survivors can carry out a
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mourning process. Being able to mourn is the basis for healing the wounds of war s
as is the acceptance of guilt and of its consequences.
We can draw many lessons from the war in Yugoslavia:
1. Conflicts and wars can break out in the shadow of upheavals in interregional and
global power relationships.
2. Ethno-nationalism can lead to civil war in the middle of Europe, and anywhere in
the world; no country is immune to it. For this reason, particular vigilance is necessary. Ethnic homogeneity is the reactionary myth that justifies violence.
3. War does not solve a single societal problem. The social structures of all societies
are conflict laden. The key is to find strategies for solutions which do not end in
destruction and war. Violent conflicts and wars all have long pre-histories. Knowledge of the danger must become engraved in the consciousness of the international community.
4. Information about the worsening conflicts and the changes of public opinion in
the process of ideological preparation of war are not perceived or made public at
an early stage, either by the international or by the domestic public, or even by
the diplomatic representatives in the countries involved. That information comes
HTQO EKXKN UQEKGV[ ITQWRU CPF YQOGPoU KPKVKCVKXGU which have a high degree of
sensitivity for the worsening of violent relationships. To note this and take it seriously would be an important first step.
5. The development of an early warning system of conflict observation from the local to the national and on to the international level is absolutely necessary.
6. The interrelationship between economic difficulties and the development of violent conflicts is obvious. In international and interregional strategy and aid for
economic stabilization could therefore contribute toward reducing conflict potential.
7. Considerable peace dividends during the war and after the end of fighting is provided by those groups which do not let themselves be broken apart into
friend/enemy categories, and do not permit themselves to be corrupted, and
which are socially rooted, and can act as honest mediators. Civil resistance work
is of inestimable value for the development of peace capabilities. The work of
women is of extraordinary importance here.
8. Developing peace capability is a long and difficult process. It needs all the support
it can get. Without such a process of development of peace capability, experiences of violence, often from the distant past, continue to fester. In this way, victims can become perpetrators, and the cycle of violence will never be broken.
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3.2

THE CASE OF SOMALIA
p6JG TQCF VQ RGCEG HQT 5QOCNKC UGGOU WPEGTVCKP CV VJKU VKOG *QYGXGT
ordinary Somalis, whether living inside or outside Somalia, are fed up with
this senseless violence. They want peace, stability and a UVCVGq 5JWMTKC
Dini)

Somalia has been a failed state for the last two decades. In its recent history, the
country has been marked by colonial and post-colonial conflicts and wars. Even the
constellation of power of the Cold War and the historic upheaval after 1989 significantly affected the history of conflict in the country.
After the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, the region attracted the interest of the
colonial powers. Initially, Britain and France shared control of the region; Italy joined
them later. In 1960, the British and Italian areas became independent, while Frenchruled Djibouti achieved separate independence later. The period from 1960 to 1969 is
called the Democratic Period; it was followed by a period of military rule, lasting from
1969 to 1991. Since 1993, Somalia has been considered a failed state.
Shukria Dini UVCTVUJGTTGRQTVYKVJCFGUETKRVKQPQHVJGTGUWNVUQHEQNQPKCNKUOp$GHQTG
the time of colonial rule, the Somalis relied on a pastoral-traditional governance system to govern their affairs. Men were, and still are, the leaders and members of this
government; women are only represented. ... The colonial system was in contradiction to the traditional decentralized system of government which Somalis had exerEKUGFq &QMWR Colonialism led to the emergence of a new colonial Somali elite
which competed with the traditional leadership for power. Mistrust, jealousy, and
conflicts between clans and social classes were engendered by the colonial system,
and remain deeply rooted to VJKU FC[ p6JG 5QOCNK NQECN NGCFGTU YJQ DGECOG VJG
leaders of the nation, merely took over from their colonial rulers; they did not change
the practices of the former coNQPKCNRQYGTUq &QMW5 
Since its independence, Somalia has been tied to the interests of its former colonial
powers and the two Cold War superpowers. The military regime was supported both
by the USSR and by the USA, especially with military aid, which helped feed the war
with Ethiopia in the Ogaden region during the 1970s. However, it lost the support of
%WDC CPF VJG 7554 pThe conflict between Somalia and Ethiopia led to death, destruction, the displacement of ethnic Somalis from Ethiopia, and to lasting enmity
beVYGGPVJGVYQEQWPVTKGUq &QMWR #HVGTVJKUYCTCOKNKVCPV opposition arose
in Somalia, but it was crushed by the military regime. Unfortunately, the militarized
violence at the beginning of the 1990s was perceived by the international community
only as an internal struggle between local clans. It was not until the international aid
organizations withdrew from the country as a result of the violence, and TV images of
dying Somali children were broadcasted throughout the Western world, that the UN
Security Council address the issue of Somalia and pass a number of resolutions. In
1992, a military peace mission was carried out in Somalia under the leadership of the
US, to secure the distribution of humanitarian aid. At the same time, an attempt was
made to move toward peace between the parties to the violent conflict, and to
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achieve their disarmament. This caused several of the warlords to turn their weapons
against the international troops and the US military. In 1994, the US withdrew from
Somalia, the troops of other countries followed suit, and Somalia was left to its own
FGXKEGUQPEGCICKPp(TQOVQ5QOCNKCTemained a stateless nation run by
violent warlords and their militias. From the early 1990s until 2008, the international
community sponsored sixteen peace/reconciliation conferences. All of these international efforts, including the peace processes, failed to solve the political problems of
Somalia. They failed because the procGUUGUYGTGPQV5QOCNKQYPGFq &QMWR 
+P  HQNNQYKPI QPG QH VJG RGCEG EQPHGTGPEGU KP -GP[C VJG p6TCPUKVKQPCN (GFGral
)QXGTPOGPVq 6() YCUHQTOGFVQETGCVGRGCEG#VVJGUCOGVKOGJQYGXGTVJG6()
found itself in opposition, particularly, to the religious opposition of the United Islamic
Courts (UIC), which was successfully able to win the support of the people, and introduce Islamic law. The UIC succeeded in reducing the power of the warNQTFUpDue to
the stability and order created by the UIC, many Somalis in the diaspora returned to
Mogadishu, and were able to get their property back ... The era led by the UIC was a
RTQOKUKPI RGTKQF VJCV QHHGTGF CNVGTPCVKXG UQNWVKQPU VQ 5QOCNKCoU RTQVTCEVGF CPCTEJ[
through some sort of governance, based on Sharia law, that sought to oust the warlords, protect civilians from violence, and bring law and order in the capital city and
DG[QPFq R +PJQYGXGT'VJKQRKCPVTQQRUKPVGTXGPGFOKNKVCTKN[CPFGPFGF
the predominance of the UIC. The presence of Ethiopian troops in Somalia led to new
waves of deadly violence, destruction and flight. However, they also made it possible
for the TFG to establish itself in Mogadishu in 2007. Shukria Dini divides the development of violence into four phases:
p6JGHKTUVUVCIGKUYJCV+ECNN the era of warlords vs. the military government. During
this stage, in the first half of the 1990s, the armed opposition was organized on a clan
basis, and the warlords, the leaders of the military opposition movement, waged war
CICKPUV 5KCF $CTTGoU OKNKVCT[ IQXGTPOGPV 6JKU UVCIG YCU VJG DNQQFKGUV QH CNN VJG
stages of militarized violence. Both warring groups used extreme violence against one
anQVJGT 5KCF $CTTGoU IQXGTPOGPV YCU VQRRNGF KP ,CPWCT[  D[ VJG YCTNQTF-led
opposition. They and their armed militias carried out indiscriminate killings, lootings
and destruction of property, as well as violence against women.
p6JKUYCUHQNNQYGFD[CUGEQPFUVCIGNCUVKPIWPVKNVJGGPFQHUYJKEJ+ECNN the
era of warlords against civilians, during which the warlords and their armed militias
controlled the country. During this period of lawlessness, statelessness and anarchy,
a political vacuum emerged, in which the warlords waged deliberate violence and
terror against civilians, including women. They saw the targeted civilians as enemies
who had either close relationships or clan affiliations with the military government,
and thus benefited from it. The warlords and their armed militias seized or destroyed
public and private property, claiming it belonged to certain individuals in the government. They also began to compete for access to resources, land control and power
over the people. Violence against women and minority groups increased.
p&WTKPI VJG VJKTF UVCIG YJKEJ + ECNN the era of warlords against warlords, warlords
and their militias collided and waged deadly wars against one another, with the civil22
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ian population once again caught in the middle. For example, the capital Mogadishu
was clearly divided sagainst the wishes of its inhabitants s into two parts, North and
South, each controlled by a warlord and his militia.
The fourth stage of the militarized EQPHNKEV KPXQNXGFYKVJnTCFKECNTGNKIKQWU QRRQUition
goups vs. former colleagues who labeled themselves as non-radical groups s who
YGTGVJGEWTTGPVNGCFGTUQHVJGVTCPUKVKQPCNIQXGTPOGPVKPVGTPCVKQPCNRGCEGMGGRGTUo+P
other words, the current TFG is headed by one of the leaders of UIC, Sheikh Sharif, a
religious moderate, while his former friends, including Sheikh Dahir Aweys, now oppose his administration, the international support he receives being the main cause of
enmity between the two. The armed religious groups who oppose the TFG constitute
the new aggressors of the Somali war s against the administration, its institutions and
its overall international support, which includes the African peacekeepers from
Uganda and Burundi. And the civilians are caught in the crossfire between government forces supported by the AU forces on the one hand and the armed religious
opRQUKVKQPITQWRUQPVJGQVJGTq &QMWRR-118)
In all the areas affected by the Civil War, civilians, women and children are trapped,
and directly or indirectly drawn into the conflict. However, the war affects young
OCNGUOQUVFKTGEVN[p6JGYCTNQTFUTGETWKVGFVJGOKPVJGPCOGQHVJGKTENCPUCPFGxposed them to an extremely dangerous situation. They were given guns and khat to
do the dirty job for the warlords. ... They continue to be the most exploited and endangered group in war-torn Somalia. With no security, state protection, livelihood or
educational opportunities, young Somali men continue to be targeted by all the warring groups, and used to carry guns and serve as cheap foot soldiers and as piTCVGUq
(Doku, p. 122).
Women and children are particularly affected by the militarized violence. For over two
decades due to the violence, they have been forced to flee from their homes to internally displaced camps within Somalia and refugee coamps in neighbouring countries.
They have been subjected to sexual violence and rape. Warring groups used rape as a
YGCRQPQHYCTCPFKVYCUWUGFCICKPUVYQOGPCPFIKTNUVJCVDGNQPIGFVQVJGnGnemy
clanso
Nonetheless, women have committed themselves in many ways for compromise and
peace-building in Somalia. Informally, women who lived in mixed-clan marriages and
who have not allowed themselves to be separated by clan divisions, are often the
ones who are active. In addition, they use a particular form of art in order to rally for
peace.
p6JG[CNUQWUGRQGVT[MPQYPCU buraanbur to express their opposition to the conflict
and their support for peace. Through poetry, women discuss the ways in which they
have been affected by the violence, and the importance of peace, by promoting unity
and solidarity across clan boundaries. Interviews with female poets in Puntland and
Somaliland have revealed that poetry is used to resist violence. Female poets pressured warring groups to reconcile with each other, while other women organized and
held peace rallies and prayers to avert violence and promote reconciliation, and
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launched direct appeals to clan leaders and warring groups, to stop the violence. In
the appeals, women made it clear to their clan leaders that they will not morally or
finanEKCNN[UWRRQTVXKQNGPEGCICKPUVCPQVJGTEQOOWPKV[9QOGPoUGHHQTVUKPCXGTting violence and building peace enabled communities such as Puntland and Somaliland to achieve relative RGCEGq &QMW 5   9JGP 0QTVJ CPF 5QWVJ /QICFKUJW
were divided in the mid-nU YQOGP HQWPF OCP[ ETGCVKXG YC[U VQ QXGTEQOG VJG
borFGTCPFVQOGGVYQOGPQPVJGQVJGTUKFGpVQEQNNGEVKPHQTOCVKQPQPVJGKORCEVQH
the violence, and to deliver goods to thQUG YJQ YGTG CHHGEVGF D[ VJG XKQNGPEGq
(Doku, S. 127)
Of particular importance is the work of Asha Hagi Elmi, who today is one of the 40
female members of the Transitional Parliament. She received the Alternative Nobel
Prize in 2008 for her work, and is involved in all processes of peace-building. Living in
a mixed-clan marriage, Asha Hagi Elmi stood up against the enmity between the
clans. But she went even further. In view of the lack of participation of women in the
ENCPU #UJC KP  FGENCTGF pO[ QPN[ clan is womCPJQQFq CPF HQWPFGF VJG
women-only Sixth Clan in response to the five traditional male-dominated Somali
ENCPU #UJCoU Qrganization, Save Somali Women and Children (SSWC), put pressure
on clan elders, religious leaders, Islamic scholars and politicians to bring women to
the negotiating table as equal partners and decision-makers. Asha fought for women
to have a voice, but with the constant threat of violence hanging over her head, she is
now based in Kenya for her own safety. SSWC supports women and girls who want
to go to school and get an academic education, so that women can help design and
build the future society of Somalia as lawyers, teachers, physicians and other professionals. This is her particular contribution to a peace dividend in time of war.
Shukria Dini concludes her report with the statement that there have been a number
of opportunities at which it would have been possible to end the conflict, but that
they have repeatedly been missed. She says that instead of addressing the roots of
the conflict and the social cultural and economic facts as a point of departure for
peace-building and the reconstruction of state structures, solutions on the basis of
military action have always been sought. These approaches have unfortunately also
been pursued by the international community s and they have always failed. She calls
for an alternative peace-building approach.
1. p6JGTG KU C PGGFVQ OQXG CYC[ HTQO VQR-down, male-dominated and militaristic
approaches, and to start relying on non-militaristic, participatory, genderinclusive, bottom-up approaches, which will heal the deep wounds of the war and
address the immediate needs of the population. (Doku, pp. 126-127).
2. p5QOCNKYQOGPoUGZRGTKGPEGURCTVKEWNCTN[VJGKTPGYKFGPVKVKGUCURTKOCT[RTQXKders and their important contribution to peace-building and recovery, need to be
recognized, valued and supported by both national and international institutions.
(Doku. p. 128)
3. p5QOCNKC FGURGTCVGN[ PGGFU IGPWKPG CPF EQPVKPWQWU UWRRQTV HTQO VJG KPVGrnational community. ... Solving the protracted conflict in Somalia will require a new
mind-set and engagement which move away from a project-based and piecemeal
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mentality toward a holistic, genuine and solid one, so that the scourge of the protracted violence in Somalia can be tackled successfully. The people of Somalia
must also be provided with the opportunity for reconciliation. (Doku, S.129).
4. p5QOCNKUOWUVDG at the front seat in the reconciliation process. (p. 129)
5. p+H CPF YJGP VJG IWPU HCNN UKNGPV VJGTG YKNN be a need to address the trauma
ECWUGFD[VJGEQPHNKEV%WTTGPVN[nHQTIKXGCPFHQTIGVoKUDGKPIGORJCUK\GFKP5omalia. Forgiveness is important, but forgiveness alone will not mend the hearts of
traumaVK\GFRGQRNGq &QMWR 
THOUGHTS ABOUT THE CIVIL WAR IN SOMALIA
The situation in Somalia remains complicated. On top of the horrors of civil war, there
is now the threat of death by starvation, due to the drought and famine. However, the
development of the wars does provide some lessons.
The colonial structures which were aopted by the elites in the post-colonial period
remained in place. This led to a clash between the traditional power structure embodied in the clans, and the new centralistic power structure. This friction between these
structures appears to be at the centre of disputes to this day.
External military intervention by the UN in order to break the cycle of violence and
destruction has failed, because it was not in a position to mediate in the internal conflicts. International attention for the civil war depends on spectacular pictures s such
as those from the famine s or from the overall geostrategic orientation of the United
States. Military intervention by neighbouring countries is interest driven. That precludes these countries from assuming an honest broMGToUTQNG
The experience of Somalia suggests that external military interventions s regardless
by whom s will be seen by some of the civil war parties as new military aggression,
against which they believethey have to fight. External military interventions in Somalia
have contributed to further destruction of internal structures important for peacebuilding.
The specific role of the diaspora in the Civil War has not yet been sufficiently developed in terms of its capacity for peace-building.
Evidently, the war dividends for the warlords are too lucrative that all attempts at
peace-building are doomed to failure. These ware dividends must first be identified
before anything can change.
6Q FCVG VJG YQOGPoU KPKVKCVKXG JCU CTG YJCV JCXG DWKlt the peace dividends. The
strategy of Asha Hagi and her group is of extraordinary significance. With the formation of the Sixth Clan, the women have rooted themselves in the traditions of Somalia.
At issue here is not the destruction of traditional power structures, but rather their
expansion to include respect for women as partners.
The conclusion which Shukria Dinis draws is first of all that it is important to build the
peace-building process on the basis of the inner strengths of Somalia, and not from
the outside; and second, that the international community can help where productive
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approaches for civil development in Somalia itself can be realized: infrastructure, education, health, protection for small peasants and nomads in the drought, building of
administrative structures, and nation-building. These are the issues that must continue to be discussed.
3.3

THE CASE OF RWANDA
p+P 4YCPFC VJG *WVW 6WVUK CPF 6YC CNYC[U NKXGF VQIGVJGT CU DTQVJGTU
prior to colonization. Certainly, there were power struggles at court, but
when it came to defending the territorial integrity, the whole population
rallied without distinction. Every adult male went to the front to defend the
integrity of the country. Everything started with the colonial ideology,
which spawned the KFGQNQI[ QH IGPQEKFG CICKPUV VJG 6WVUKq ;QNCPFG
Mukagasana)

Rwanda is not a state created by the colonial powers, but rather has a long history as
an independent kingdom. The population consists of three groups, the Twa, the Hutu
and Tutsi. In her reporVQPVJGJKUVQT[QHVJGEQWPVT[;QNCPFG/WMCICUCPCYTKVGUp+P
Rwanda, the groups Hutu, Tutsi and Twa never existed as ethnic groups. The ethnic
groups were created by the imagination of the colonizers. Tutsi, Hutu and Twa were
socio-GEQPQOKEENCUUGUq &ocu., p. 131)
The first colonial power in Rwanda was Germany, followed during the First World
War by Belgium. Yolanda Mukagasana describes the process of ethnization and separation of the population groups in Rwanda by the Belgian colonial authority in stages:
p+P 4YCPFC VJG *WVW 6WVUK CPF 6YC CNYC[U NKXGF VQIGVJGT CU DTQVJGTU RTKQT VQ VJG
colonial period. Certainly, there were power struggles at court, but when it came to
defending the territorial integrity, the whole population rallied without distinction.
Every adult male went to the front to defend the integrity of the country. Everything
started with the colonial ideology, which spawned the ideology of genocide against
VJG6WVUKq &QMWR 
During the 1930s, a massive program of Christianization was carried out. The Catholic
Church thus became the educational institution for Rwandan children. It played a
speEKCNTQNGKPXKTVWCNN[YKRKPIQWVVJGVTCFKVKQPCNEWNVWTGCPFTGNKIKQPQH4YCPFCp6JG
culture of Rwanda has been killed, and no people has survived the death of its culVWTGq &QMWR +PVJGHKTUV*WVWOCUUCETGQH6WVUKUQccurred in Rwanda,
and many people fled to neighbouring countries. In 1961, Rwanda was proclaimed an
independent state, and the Hutu majority took power. Tutsis continue to be persecuted or excluded from the life of society, and murdered. Neither at the national nor
at the international level did anybody take note of the persecution of the Tutsis:
p5KPEGMKNNKPI6WVUKUJCUDGEQOGPQTOCNPQDQF[ECTGUGKVJGTPCtionally or internationally. Nobody was ever punished for killing Tutsis between 1959 and 1994. Thirty
five years of impunity. Rwanda has become the largest proFWEGTQHTGHWIGGUq &QMW
p. 138)
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In answer to the question as to why the genocide became possible, certain sociocultural factors must be considered. The colonial masters and the Catholic Church
destroyed the identities of the people in Rwanda, and forced them to see themselves
as deficient and in competition to one another. They were told that they belong to
different ethnic groups, and that one ethnic group was better than the other two.
They were told that they had come to Rwanda from different areas, first the Twa, then
VJG *WVW CPF HKPCNN[ VJG 6WVUK p6JG 6WVUK QDVCKPGF YKVJQWV VJGKT MPQYNGFIG three
poisoned gifts: racial difference, racial superiority (which earned them a monopoly on
power), and alien status. Hutu were relegated to the margins ... a marginalization
which would lead to resentment, then to conflict and finally to the violence of 1959
VJCVNGFVQVJGIGPQEKFGQHq &QMWR +PVJGKUUWGQHVJGUGRCTation
into a Hutu country and a Tutsi country was raised; in 1960, the expulsion of the Tutsi
from Rwanda was demanded; between 1962 and 1994, Tutsis were excluded from all
important areas of society s WPVKNKPVJGIGPQEKFGHKPCNN[DGICPp#Ienealogy
can be traced from the ideas of difference (affirmed by western observers) to the action of extermination (undertaken by the killGTU QH  q &QMW R   6JG term
genocide was used by the Hutu leaders starting in 1964 s that was when the idea
became current. The preparation followed, and was then carried out in 1994.
6JWUYCUVJGJCVTGFQHVJG6WVUKEQPVKPWCNN[UVQMGFWPVKNCVVJGDGIKPPKPIQHVJGnU
it broke out into violence. In 1991, the international community took note of the
worsening conflict. Tutsi rebels attempted to force the return of refugees from
Uganda; thereupon, mass arrests of Tutsis took place inside Rwanda. Of the 7887
persons arrested, 4300 were released again under international pressure. France sent
troops to protect the French people living in Rwanda, and the French foreign Legion
occupied the airport of Kigali. In 1993, a UN peace-keeping mission was sent to
Rwanda, under Chapter 6 of the UN Charter. In 1994, the Rwandan president was
killed when his airplane was shot down under circumstances which are not clear. This
event sparked the genocide. Between April and June 1994, according to official
Rwandan statistics, 1,074,017 people were killed, primarily Tutsis, but also Hutus who
oppose the killing. The French and UN troops stood by helplessly. Many people seeking protection in churches and schools were handed over to the militias by Catholic
priests and teachers. The UN then reinforced its presence through a peaceenforcement mission under Chapter 7 of the UN Charter; however, these troops were
seen as more of a party to the conflict than as a peace mission.
Thereafter, many people, especially the Hutu militias who have carried out the genocide, fled to surrounding countries. Since 1998, Rwandan militias have been fighting
in the Second Congolese War in neighbouring Congo. Many of the simple participants have however returned to Rwanda. Since 2000, the situation in the country has
settled down under President Paul Kagame. Since 2002, a process of dealing with the
trauma through the Gacama courts has been taking place.
+PVJGTGYGTGVJKTVGGPYQOGPoUCUUQEKCVKQPUKP4YCPFCYJKEJWPKVGFWnder the
UNQICP pPro Femmes/Toutes Ensembleq #Hter the genocide, this cooperation was
initially destroyed, some members had been killed, while others had fled the country.
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After the genocide, Rwanda had 600,000 orphans; it was the women who cared for
them. Prior to the 1995 UN conference in Beijing, woman activists who had returned
from exile came toIGVJGTp#HVGTVJG[JCFHQTOGFCEQOOQPITQWRVJG[FGEKFGFVQ
meet in order to get to know one another. Neither side trusted the other, due to the
genocide and the dehumanization which some had undergone due to the politics of
FKXKUKQP YJKEJ JCF TGKIPGF KP 4YCPFC RTKQT VQ VJG IGPQEKFG e 6JG[ VJGTGHQTG FeEKFGFVQQRGPVJGOUGNXGUWRVQCEWNVWTGQHRGCEG6JG[ETGCVGFCRTQLGEVECNNGFnVJG
ECORCKIPHQTRGCEGoq &QMWR 
The women developed many initiatives for peace and reconciliation, and they struggled to ensure that today, women play an important role in the politics of the country.
p9JGP4YCPFCGUVCDNKUJGFVJG0CVKQPCN%QOOKUUKQPHQT4GEQnciliation, the Committee was headed by a woman. When popular Gacaca Courts were created, the majority of judges of integrity appointed were women. These are women who fought for
the rights of women and children. They have a number of political associations, and
all these associations are in an umbrella-group which does excellent work s ultimately, for Rwanda. Thanks to women, there is now collaboration between the police
CPFVJGYQOGPoUCUUQEKCVKQPUKP4YCPFCCICKPUVXKQNGPEGCICKPUVYQOGPKPEQWRNGU
CPF JQWUGJQNFUq &QMW R   /QTGQXGT OQTG VJCP JCNH VJG OGODGTs of the
Rwandan Parliament today are women.
Today, the development of Rwanda appears to be on a good path s but especially in
the diaspora, there are still people who see the return of the Tutsi to society and politics in Rwanda, if not as unacceptable, then at least as temporary. The thorn of hate
has not disappeared.
CONTEMPLATION OF THE GENOCIDE IN RWANDA
The process of the destruction of the cohabitation of the various population groups in
Rwanda continued from the great massacre in 1959 until 1994. For 35 years, and
open development of hatred continued. In 1961, the destruction of the Tutsi was
openly broached for the first time; nonetheless, this development was not noticed
internationally.
Only starting in 1991 did the international community register the fact that serious
and dangerous conflict was developing. Initially, France sent troops to Rwanda to
protect its own citizens, before the UN sent a peace-keeping mission and later, during
the period of the genocide a peace-enforcement mission. The dramatic failure of
French and international military missions can be highlighted by two facts: the French
troops and the UN peace-keeping troops watched the genocide proceed without intervening. They failed dramatically. And the UN peace-enforcement troops were seen
as a party to the conflict s and were thus likewise condemned to failure.
The case of Rwanda therefore raises the fundamental question of how the possibility
of various population groups living together in the same country can be made possible without repeatedly falling victim to the ideology of the superiority of one group
over the other.
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Rwanda has since 2000 begun to address the trauma of the genocide. The very
strong presence of women in dealing with the trauma, and overall in the political rebuilding process of the country, is a sign of hope that a true process of reconciliation
may take place in the future. But in the adjoining areas, hatred continues to smoulder,
especially through the participation of Hutu militias in the Congolese War.
3.4

THE MIDDLE EAST

The war between Israel and its neighbours, and the struggle for the right of a Palestinian state to exist alongside Israel, have accompanied global politics with increasingly
severe outbreaks of violence.
The conflict did not in any way begin with Resolution 181 of the UN in 1947, which
provided a plan for the division of the territory of Palestine between a Jewish and an
Arab state. Throughout the history of this area, from the mythological s and historically poorly attested s accounts of the Bible, through the expulsion of the Jewish
population (likewise not attested) by the Romans in 73 and 135 CE, the conquest of
Jerusalem in 638 CE by the Caliph and the construction of the Dome of the Rock in
691, the Crusades and the temporary rule of the area by the Crusaders, the area has
been the subject and object of war and conquest. Only the period of Ottoman rule of
the region from 1516 to 1917 seems to have been more or less peaceful.
At the end of the 19th century, when Jewish immigration began, there were only
about half a million people in the area, 90% of whom were Muslims, so that only a
few tens of thousands of Jews and Christians lived in Palestine.
After the British victory in the First World War over the Ottoman Empire, the area was
divided DGVYGGP $TKVCKPCPF(TCPEGWPFGTCU[UVGOQHpOCPFCVGUqYJKEJ KPENWFGF
the promise of independence over the medium term. At that time, France occupied
Lebanon and Syria, and Britain got all of Palestine s including modern Jordan s and
Iraq; the mandate was issued in 1922. In 1917 however, Britain had, in the Balfour
Declaration, pronounced itself in favour of founding a national homeland for the Jewish people s albeit with the express statement that this could not be carried out in a
way injurious to the rights of the non-Jewish communities in Palestine; moreover,
similar promises had been made to the Arabs as well. When the mandate was issued,
Britain determined that the area west of the Jordan river be provided for settlement by
the Jewish people, and that east of the Jordan would become an Arab emirate. The
promise made to the Arabs of independence was thus broken, so that the battle for
Palestine began anew, for the Arab side was in no way prepared to tolerate Jewish
immigration and the creation of a Jewish state. Thus did the conflict begin; its origins
go much further back into history than 1948, when the Israeli state was proclaimed
against the wishes of the British and the Arabs.
Jewish immigration into Palestine in large numbers began at the end of the 19th century, and involved the purchase of land. The pogroms against Jews in eastern Europe,
and the idea of Zionism motivated many Jews to emigrate to Palestine. Starting in
1919, there were violent uprisings by the Arab population against Jewish immigra29
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tion, leading, after the rebellion of 1936 in 1939, to a complete ban on Jewish immigration. This again led to militant attacks by Jewish underground organizations
against British facilities. The rest is part of the 60 year struggle between two nations
for one country.
The basis for the current 60-year conflict is UN Resolution 181 of 1947, which
awarded the Jewish population 55% of the entire country, and only 45% to the Arab
population, with a special status for Jerusalem. With the foundation of the state of
Israel and the Palestinian War of 1948, Israel expanded territory its even beyond that
amount. With the Six-Day War of 1967 in the occupation of Sinai, Gaza, Sinai, the
West Bank, the Golan Heights and East Jerusalem, with the Yom Kippur War of 1973,
the wars against Lebanon in 1982 and 2006 as well as, finally, the war against Gaza in
2008, Israel has expanded its military power in the region and occupied all Palestinian
territories.
After the Six-Day War, the nationalist religious Israeli settlement movement in the
occupied territories began, and was reinforced after 1977. It did not stop even during
the time of the peace process after the Oslo Accords. Although Israel did dismantle
21 settlements in Gaza and four in the West Bank in 2005, it did not generally stop the
expansion of settlement construction. With the construction of the wall straight
across the country, and other measures for the protection of the settlements in the
occupied territories, additional confiscation of land and severe restrictions have been
imposed on the Palestinian people.
The expulsion of a large part of the population of Palestine from the territory of Israel
began in 1948. This first expulsion is remembered by the Palestinians as the Naqba
(catastrophe). Even today, the descendents of these refugees live in refugee camps in
Gaza and the West Bank, and also in Jordan, Lebanon and Syria. The question as to
what status the refugees are to receive and where they can settle is the most difficult
problem to solve in the peace negotiations.
The Palestinian PLO originally demanded all of Palestine as a state for the Arab people. It fought Israel militarily, including with terrorist attacks. Only in 1974 did the Palestine National Council change its demand and call for a common state of the Jewish
and Arab populations, which however would have an Arab majority. Starting in 1987,
especially young people in the occupied territories launched the First Intifada, which
Israel countered with brutal violence.
In the context of the global political transformation of 1989, the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the First Gulf War, the Madrid Peace Conference was convened in 1991
and ultimately led to the Oslo Accords of 1993 to 1995. Hopes for the development of
peace were, however, not fulfilled. A further round of negotiations s Camp David II s
failed. Militant action and suicide attacks by the Palestinian side, and intensive settlement construction and provocations from the Israeli side ultimately led to the Second
Intifada, which was considerably more violent than the first, primarily due to the suicide bombings against the Israeli civilian population and the fact that autonomy had
given the Palestinians, who had previously fought with stones, access to firearms. In
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addition, primitive missiles were fired upon Israeli territory from southern Lebanon;
CHVGTVJG)C\C5VTKRYCUGXCEWCVGFD[+UTCGNVJCVVQQUGTXGFCUCpNCWPEhKPIRCFq
The reports by Lama Hourani about Palestine, Gahda Al-Jabda about Gaza and Molly
Malekar about Israel tell very different, even contradictory stories. The are stories
which might have taken place on different planets s and yet they are similar: they are
stories of flight and expulsion, misery, violence and extermination.
In her very personal report, Lama Hourani expresses her range over the continual
humiliation, and the constant pressure and threats imposed on the Palestinian people.
Gahda Al-Jabda, Director of the UNWRA health service in Gaza, reports of that organi\CVKQPoUOCP[RTQLGEVUVQRTQXKFGEJKNFTGPCPF[oung people with civil education
and women with socio-cultural and economic projects in spite of the catastrophic
situation that exists in Gaza. Finally, Molly Malekar recounts attempts at peacebuilding and cooperation within the peace movement, but also the disillusionment of
Israeli peace activists in view of the hopelessness of the situation.
3.4.1

PALESTINE
p6JGTGCTGPQUGETGVUKPVJKUEGPVWT[-long conflict; the reasons for opening
and closKPIFQQTUHQTRGCEGCTGMPQYPq(Lama Hourani)

For the Palestinian pGQRNGVJGEQTGKUUWGQHVJGEQPHNKEVJCUPGXGTEJCPIGFp6JGEQnHNKEVKUCDQWVNCPFCPFVJGTKIJVVQGZKUVGPEGq *QWTCPK&QEWR +PVJGTGRQTVD[
Lama Hourani, the conflict is viewed from the start as being directly in the context of
aggressive Zionism and imperialist Interests. By contrast, she sees such other factors
CUpVJGTGVCTFCVKQPQHVJG2CNGUVKPKCPUQEKCNRQNKVKECNCPFGEQPQOKEUVTWEVWTGKncluding gender inequality, patriarchal society and the prevailing feudal agricultural relaVKQPUq &Qc, p. 178) as secondary. 5JG UC[U p6JG CNNKCPEG DGVYGGPKORGTKCNKUOCPF
Zionism has a dual aim: the establishment of the Jewish state in Palestine as a base to
protect imperialistic interests in the Middle East, and the engaging of the Arab countries in a conflict that is doomed to defeat, in an attempt to deprive these countries of
their natural growth, control over their own reUQWTEGU CPF VJGKT FGUVKP[q &QEW R
179).
$[ RTQENCKOKPI VJG NCPF VQ DG VJGKT RTQRGTV[ VJG <KQPKUVU pCNNQYGF VJGOUGNXGU VQ
commit crimes of any kind and size, and to keep the people of the land from living
freely in their own land. The Palestinians, on the other hand, have justified their violent resistance as a legal action against British-Zionist, and later Israeli-American,
double aggression. The violence has flared up and escalated. There have been victims
every time Israel decided to expand s and has been confronted with Palestinian resisVCPEGq &QEWR .COC*QWTCPKFQGUPQVJCXGCRCTVKEWNCTN[RQUKVKXGCUUGUUOGPV
of the peace process after the Oslo Accords. Nonetheless, she says, the opinion in
Palestinian society during this time predominantly supported negotiations and nonviolent resistance as the right way to convince Israel that international law would have
to be recognized, and to win them over to a permanent political solution of the conflict. Their frustration in view of the stalled peace process and the provocations ulti31
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mately led to a Second Intifada, which, according to Lama Hourani, sparked an
Apartheid policy in Israel. She identifies three factors for this:
p+UTCGNVQFC[EQPVTQNU OQTGVJCPQHVJGYCVGTTGUQWTEGUKPVJG9GUV $CPMCPF
allows Palestinian citizens to use no more than (50) cubic meters per capita a year. At
the same time, the illegal Israeli settlers use more than 2400 cubic meters of water
per year per capita.
p6JG+UTCGNK)&2RGTECRKVCCXGTCIGUCTQWPFRGT[GCTYJKNGVJG)&2RGTECpita in Palestine is no more than $1000 per year. Yet Palestinians are obliged, because
of the imposed market union and tax union, to pay the same prices for goods as Israelis. Palestinians are also obliged to buy water and electricity from Israel s for double the price that Israeli citizens pay: Palestinians pay 5 NIS per water unit, while Israelis pay 2.4 NIS; Palestinians pay 13 NIS per unit of electricity, Israelis pay 6.3 NIS.
p6JGU[UVGOQHTQCFUGITGICVKQPVJCVJCUDGGPKPKVKCVGFD[+UTCGNYJGTGOQUVQHVJG
main roads in the West Bank are exclusively for Israeli settlers or the Israeli army,
separates Palestinian villages and cities from each other, and restricts their access to
different places and resources.
p6JGDWKNFKPIQH#RCTVJGKFQPVJGQEEWRKGFVGTTKVQTKGU6JGTGKUCJWIGYCNNYJKEJYKNN
extend for about 850 km when finished. It is three times as long and twice as high as
the Berlin Wall used to be. And even where it is not made of concrete, it is somewhere between 60 and 104 meters wide, depriving Palestinians of vast areas of land.
It is destroying the Palestinian social fabric, depriving students of the possibility of
reaching their schools or universities, and depriving hundreds of thousands of Palestinians from reaching medical care or health systems. In East Jerusalem, the wall
separates the Palestinians on the right side of the wall from those on the left side.
Jerusalem itself is not accessible to Palestinians living in the rest of the West Bank
Areas.
p6JG EQNQPKCN UGVVNGOGPV CEVKXKVKGU 6JG +UTCGNKU UVCTVGF DWKNFKPI VJGUG UGVVNements in
the West Bank in the mid-Uq &QEWp. 182).
At the same time, Lama Hourani recognizes the efforts of peace activists on both
UKFGUp$WVVJGTGUWNVUQHVJGUGOQFGUVGHHQTVUCTGNGUUVJCPKUPGGFGFVQCEJKGXGVTWG
reconciliation for a very long conflict. The persistent failure of the peace processes is
reflected in this area, too. It is more difficult to achieve reconciliation if the main issues remain unresolved. Without addressing the asymmetry between the two parties,
without recognizing that one party is living under daily humiliation, while the other
party is trying to defend the state that is imposing this humiliation on its counterpart,
and without admitting that the representative of the occupying country are calling to
fight against the oppressed, rather than being in solidarity with them, the conflict will
PQVDGTGUQNXGFq &QEWR 5JGUC[UVJCVHWPFCOGPVCNN[VJGTGKUPQRGTOCPGPV
political solution unless the symmetry between the parties is first address. And she
EQPENWFGU p7PNGUU +UTCGN KU QDNKIGF VQ CEEGRV C Uolution that gives the Palestinians
what the UN resolutions and international law provide, the chances for peace will re32
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main far away, and the doors of peace will be closed s but the doors of violence, extremism and terrorKUOYKNNDGQRGPGFq &QEWR
3.4.2

SPECIAL VIEW ON GAZA
p;GCTU QH QEEWRCVKQP EQPHNKEV JKIJ RQRWNCVKQP FGPUKV[ NKOKVGF NCPF CPF
sea access, a blockade with continuing isolation, and strict internal and
external security controls have degraded the economic conditions in the
Gaza Strip, the smaller of the two areas in the Palestinian Territories. Israeli-imposed crossing closures, which became more restrictive after
HAMAS violently took over the territory in June 2007, and Israeli military
operations against Gaza during the December 2008 s January 2009 war,
resulted in the near collapse of most of the private sector, extremely high
WPGORNQ[OGPVCPFJKIJRQXGTV[TCVGUq(Ghada Al-Jadba)

Ghada Al-Jadba provides a brief overview of the extreme situation of life of the 1.5
million people who live in Gaza. Approximately half a million people live in the eight
refugee camps in Gaza. p4GHWIGGUTGOCKPVJGOQUVXWNPGTCDNGWPFGTRTGUGPVEKTEWmstances, and the community continues to experience rising levels of unemployment,
food insecurity and poverty. Since IsraGNoU -day military action against the Gaza
Strip on 27 December 2008, the blockade of the Gaza Strip has prevented the United
Nations from conducting any significant repairs or reconstruction. It also places severe restrictions on the goods and services which UNRWA supplies. An estimated
325,000 refugees are believed to be living in abject poverty, unable to meet their baUKEHQQFPGGFU# HWTVJGTCTGPQYDGNQYVJGQHHKEKCNRQXGTV[NKPGq &QMW5
e
In all areas of basic supply, Gaza faces extreme problems. This includes electric
power, water, the destruction of the economic infrastructure, the health conditions of
VJGRQRWNCVKQPCPFDCUKEHQQFUWRRNKGU+PCNNVJGUGCTGCU7049#KUCEVKXGp1RGTCting through more than 10,000 staff in over 200 installations, UNRWA provides education, health care, relief and social services, microcredit, and emergency assistance to
VJGTGIKUVGTGFTGHWIGGUKP)C\Cq &QMW5e +PCFFKVKQPVQUWRRN[KPITGHWIGGUYKVJ
basic food, UNRWA is particularly involved in education for children and young people, and in supporting women. More than half the UNRWA budget is spent on education. The poor conditions resulting from the continued blockade do not permit any
expansion of the schools, so that they have to operate in shifts, and the educational
situation of children is hampered. Nonetheless, UNRWA attempts to continue to carry
out its eduECVKQPCNOKUUKQPp#V7049#GCEJEJKNFJCUVJGTKIJVVQCPGFucation that
JGNRUVJGOCEJKGXGVJGKTHWNNJWOCPRQVGPVKCN7049#oUGFWEation system helps the
TGHWIGGUoEJKNFTGPVQVJTKXGCEJKGXGCPFITQYWRWPFGTUVCPFKPIVJGKTTKIJVUCPFTespecting the rights of others. Moreover, UNRWA provides young people with the opportunity to learn new skills that will lead to work. This helps individuals and families
escape poverty and attain their goals. We at UNRWA believe that to invest in the
GFWECVKQPCPFVTCKPKPIQH2CNGUVKPKCPTGHWIGGUKUVQKPXGUVKPRGCEGq &QEW5e 6JG
pupils at the UNRWA schools are among the best educated in the region. Moreover,
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half of them are girls. The Schools of Excellence Programme has been carried out
UKPEGpGORJCUK\KPITGOGFKCNGFWECVKQPHQEWUQPEQTGUWDLGEVUGxtra-curricular
activities, basic support to students, student values and behaviour, improved studentteacher contact time and attention for children with special needs. It prepares pupils
to become global citizens, respectful of one another and of differences among peoRNGq &QMW5e 5RGEKCNGmphasis is placed on the curriculum of human rights. For
that, more than 200 teachers are being trained in human rights. In addition to school
education, UNRWA organizes vocational education centres to provide young people
with marketable skills.
#PQVJGTKORQTVCPVCTGCQHCEVKXKV[KUVJGJGCNVJUGTXKEGp7049#oURCUVCEJKGXGOGPVU
KP JGCNVJ JCXG DGGP KORTGUUKXG RCTVKEWNCTN[ KP VJG CTGCU QH OCVGTPCN CPF EJKNFTGPoU
health, but the impact of deteriorating socio-economic conditions on the physical and
mental health of people in Gaza poses a growing challenge. Nearly 200 community
mental health counsellors in UNRWA schools assist troubled and special needs children through targeted individWCNCPFITQWRKPVGTXGPVKQPq &QEW5e
The social service programme, organized in more than 100 community-based organizations (CBOs), includes a broad variety of social, cultural and leisure time activities,
KPENWFKPIXQECVKQPCNGFWECVKQPCPFTGJCDKNKVCVKQPOGCUWTGUp6JGRTQITCOOGRCTVKEularly addresses the needs of women, refugees with disabilities, young people and the
elderly. It also helps vulnerable refugees through its micro-credit programme, which is
managed by community-DCUGF QTICPK\CVKQPUq &QMW 5e  6JG OKETQ-credit proITCOOG UWRRQTVU UOCNN DWUKPGUUGU GURGEKCNN[ VJQUG TWP D[ YQOGP p/CP[ QH VJG
microfinance departmentoU ENKGPVU QRGTCVG UOCNN QHVGP KPHQTOCN DWUKPGUUGU QP VJG
margins of the economy. They include vegetable stallholders, home seamstresses,
garage owners and fishermen. Many run businesses that are not registered with the
government, let alone the municipal or tax authoriVKGUq &QMW5e
In spite of all the restrictions, big summer recreation programs for children and young
peoRNGJCXGDGGPECTTKGFQWVKP)C\CUKPEGp%JKNFTGPEQPUVKVWVGVJGOCLQTKV[QH
the people in Gaza. For these children, life is overwhelmingly characterized by conflicts, poverty and despair. In UNRWA schools, they spend their days in overcrowded
classrooms. Years of destruction, conflicts and deprivation have left few or no spaces
in which children can participate in recreational or artistic activities, particularly during
VJG NQPI JQV UWOOGT OQPVJU e6JG ICOGU IKXG )C\CP MKFU C EJCPEG VQ JCXG HWP
and a sense of normality, in an environOGPV YJKEJ KU CP[VJKPI DWV PQTOCNq &QMW
5e
The main basic activities initiated by UNRWA can be seen as the resistance of the
people of Gaza against the destruction of their condition of life. Ghada Al Jadba concludes with the following:
p#UVJGDNQEMCFGGPVGTUKVUHKHVJ[GCTVJGUWOOGTICOGUHQT)C\CoUEJKNFTGPCNUQGnter their fifth year. Those children have proved to the world that inside all of this despair and darkness, they still can play and laugh. They will never be broken. They
blocked the blockade by enjoying their freedom. They are the centre of our invest34
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ments, so we invest in them s in their education and their health. They are the future,
by believing in peace, love and hope. They believe in limiting the imposed blockade
QPN[VQVJGNCPFVJGCKTCPFVJGUGCDWVPQVVQVJGKTOKPFUCPFJGCTVUq &QMW5e
3.4.3

ISRAEL
p6JG EQPHNKEV HTQO O[ Roint of view, is a political national struggle between two national movements, who wish to exercise their fulfilment of
CURKTCVKQPUQXGTQPGNCPFq (Molly Malekar)

/QNN[ /CNGMCToU TGRQTV GZRNQTGU VJG CVVGORVU QH RGCEG DWKNFKPI DGVYGGP +UTCGN CPF
Palestine, and provides insight into the efforts of the Israeli peace movement, and
particularly the Israeli women's movement, to work against the occupation policies of
the Israeli government, and to build cooperative projects and strategies together with
Palestinian groups.
In her view, the history of the Israeli-2CNGUVKPKCP EQPHNKEV KU CU HQNNQYU p6JG +sraeliPalestinian conflict is a political conflict directly connected to and born alongside the
rise of the national aspirations of the Jews for an emancipation of the Jewish collecVKXGKPVJGVGTTKVQT[QHVJGJKUVQTKEDKDNKECNNCPFQH+UTCGNp &QMWR 9KVJVJGHQWndation of the State of Israel, the division of Jerusalem and the victory of the Israeli
troops against the Arabs in 1948, the conflict that has continued to this day took
shape. With the victory in the war of 1967 and the occupation of the Golan Heights,
the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and the Sinai Peninsula, more than one million Palestinian citizens were brought under Israeli rule. After this war, the religious Jewish settler
OQXGOGPV DGICP VQ ITQY p6JG TGOCTMCDNG XKEVQT[ QH +UTCGN ICXGTKUG QT OQTG RTecisely, encouraged the existing messianic and religious sentiments. These elements,
YJKEJJCFDGGPnVCOGFoQTnOQPKVQTGFoD[VJGOQTGUGEWNCTCPFsocialist leadership of
the Zionist movement and the state of Israel, began to flourish, and, from now on, to
dictate to the mainstream of Israeli politics and its decision-OCMGTUp &QMWR 
After 1977, the politics of settlement-building became official Israeli policy after the
takeover of power by the Likud government. However, the settlement strategy should
not be seen only as a political problem, but also as a massive social and economic
problem within Israel, for the economic and social structure that had existed up to
that time, which had been more or less socialist, was massively transformed into the
support of settlement activiVKGU KP VJG QEEWRKGF VGTTKVQTKGU p6JG IQvernment offered
huge subsidies and benefits to the Israeli-Jewish citizens who moved to build their
centre of life in the occupied territories. The huge allocation in the national budget for
the settlements and the settlers, at the expense of the citizens living within the green
line s Israel prior to 1967 s was an incentive to the less privileged elements of society
and to those living in poor developOGPVVQYPUCPFVJGRGTKRJGT[q &QMWR 
The incentive was not just economical. Building and living in these settlements provided the citizens of periphery the self image of patriots, the "new pioneers", following
the legacy of the pioneers who built the country.
The first major uprising of the Palestinians in the occupied territories s the First Intifada s began in 1987. The weapons of the rebels consisted largely of leaflets and
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UVQPGU p)KXGP VJG popular nature of the Palestinian uprising, the Israeli reaction is
totally inexplicable. Israel killed a large number of Palestinians in the initial part of the
Intifada, and most of them were apparently killed in demonstrations and rKQVUq
(Doku., p. 155). The Israeli society has gone through an identity crisis s the commonly
know "enlightened occupation" concept collapsed. The UN reacted and condemned
+UTCGN U OKNKVCT[ CEVKQP CPF VJWU EQPVTKDWVGF VQ VJG GXGPVUo TGCEJKPI CP KPVGTPCVKonal
audience.
In 1989, the world changed. There followed the First Gulf War, and the collapse of the
Soviet Union. These events had their consequences on the Middle East politics. In
1991, the international Madrid conference on peace in the Middle East took place.
Between 1993 and 1995, the PLO and Israel signed an interim agreement in Oslo,
under which the Palestinian national leadership was to be recognized by Israel. The
agreement included the withdrawal of the Israeli army from Gaza and most of the
cities of the West Bank, but also divided the West Bank into three categories, which
permitted continued administrative and military controlled by Israel. During this period, Israel also intensified settlement activities in the occupied territories. Beneath the
level of the agreed-upon peace, the battles between the settlers, backed by the Israeli
government and the Israeli army and the Palestinians continued. In February 1994, an
extremist settler opened fire on Palestinians at the grave of Abraham in Hebron, and
killed 29 people, before himself being killed. Hamas thereupon organized suicide
bombings in the centres of Israeli cities. On November 5, 1995, Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was murdered by another Israeli extremist. In the spring of 1996, in the
midst of Israeli election campaign, Hamas again organized suicide bombings, and
thus contributed to the victory of Benjamin Netanyahu, an opponent of the Oslo process. Independently of that, an agreement was signed in 1997 for the withdrawal of
the Israeli army from Hebron, except for the protection of a small group of settlers in
the middle of the old town. These settlers were s and still are s one of the most vocal
and provocative groups, engaged in attacking Palestinians, actions commonly known
as "price tag", namely, terrorist acts against Palestinian civilians..
In 1999, Ehud Barak of the Labour Party became Prime Minister. In his election campaign supported by the peace movement, he called for continuing the peace process,
and at the same time continuing the settlement policies. Barack returned from Camp
David with no results. By now, the time appeared ripe for new wave of violence on
both sides. Ariel Sharon provoked that with his visit to the Temple Mount, and suicide
bombings continued. Renewed attempts to restart the peace talks, such as Bill ClinVQPoU6CDCKPKVKCVKXGHCKNGF6JG5GEQPF+PVKHCFCDTQMGQWVCPFYCUEQPUKFGTCDN[OQTG
vioNGPVVJCPVJGHKTUVFWGVQpVCrgeted assassinations and clashes between the Israeli
army and the armed Palestinian militKCUq &QMWR
After 9/11 and more suicide bombings, President Arafat was demonized as a Palestinian bin Laden, and his residence in Ramallah, as well as the streets and homes of the
civilian population, were destroyed. The atmosphere in Israel changGF p2GCEG Decame unpopular. The general atmosphere on the streets, in buses, cafés, banks etc.
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YCUQHHGCTCPFRCPKE2GQRNGYGTGCHTCKFVQICVJGTKPRWDNKEq8KQNGPEGCPFTGVCNKCVKQP
dictated the relationship between the two societies.(Doku, p. 158)
The main issue in the Labour Party election campaign of 2003 was the construction of
"separation wall" between Israel and the West Bank. After the victory of the Likud
Party and of Sharon, that project was implemented, but in such a way that it pushed
forward into Palestinian territory and encompassed the major settlement areas in the
West Bank, so that Palestinian land and villages could only be accessed as exclaves.
In 2005, Israeli government, headed by Areal Sharon, decided to evacuate 21 settlements in Gaza strip and four in the West Bank. These settlements, created in condensed Palestinian areas, became costly to safeguard. The protests of the settlers
were directed not only against the Israeli police and government, but also against the
Palestinians. The settlers warned of a civil war in Israel if their settlements should be
dismantled. The aggressiveness of the settlers prior to and during their evacuation
made it clear to normal citizens in Israel what dimensions the struggle might assume.
Yet, the majority of the Israeli society supported the government, and resenting the
settler's aggressions towards the police and military forces, who were assigned to
dismantle the settlements.
In 2006, Hamas won the elections in the Palestinian territories. In 2007, militant
Hamas fighters in Gaza shot members of the Fatah, causing Fatah fighters to flee to
Egypt and Israel.
In 2006, the Second Lebanon War took place, so that Israel found itself fighting both
on that northern front and on the southern front in Gaza. At the end of 2006, Israel
launched a new diplomatic initiative with the goal of negotiating on the basis of a
peace plan drafted by the Arab League. However, in the Annapolis negotiations, it
was only possible to agree to hold future negotiations for permanent solution to the
settlement issue. At the same time however, the Israeli government published contradictory positions on the future of Jerusalem, on settlement construction, on the
annexation of parts of East Jerusalem, etc.
At the same time, as the exchange of fire between the Israeli armay and the Hamas
militia continued, an increasing number of rockets were fired from Gaza against Israeli
territory; on December 24, 2008, a total of 60 rockets were fired on Israeli towns and
cities. Soon thereafter, Israel began the Gaza War, in which 1300 Palestinians and 13
Israelis were killed, and a large part of the infrastructure in Gaza was deUVTQ[GFp6JG
war was perfectly used by the right wing parties, who came to power in the elections
held on February 10, 2009. The accession of the current government, made up of the
extremist right, fascists and religious parties, marked the total defeat of the more
moderate parties. This parliament is characterized by a weak opposition, peaceoriented parties are almost non-existent, and civil society groups which work on huOCPTKIJVUFGOQETCE[CPFRGCEGCTGWPFGTJCTUJCVVCEMq &QMW5
/QNN[/CNGMCTFGUETKDGU+UTCGNKPCVKQPCNKFGPVKV[CUJKIJN[EQORNGZp6JG,GYUKPVJG
world, as it is claimed by many, do not share a common language, culture, ethnic or
genetic ancestry, have no common territory or history, and the beliefs of Jewish
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communities vary. The only common element is religion and religious civilization, either directly (among the orthodox) or vague and distant, or even rejected (among the
secuNCT  9KVJ VJG FGHKPKVKQP QH VJG +UTCGNK UVCVG CU C n,GYKUJo UVCVG VJG +UTCGNK UVCVG
cannot but fail to become an entity that safeguards and regulates the common interest of a pluralistic civil society and of the communiVKGUYKVJKPKVUDQWPFCTKGUp &QMW
p. 166). This confusion, she says, as well as the battle with the Arab world for the land
and the domination of it, have given Israel's political establishment the possibility to
propagate a national identity built on the fear of persecution and destruction as a
common historiECNGZRGTKGPEGQHCNN,GYUKPVJG&KCURQTCp%QNNGEVKXGVTCWOCCPFVJG
epidemic of violence have dictated the environment, and reproduced more violence
and trauma, and have prevented people from RGTEGKXKPI VJG QVJGToU XKEVKOJQQF CU
well. The symptoms of the traumatized society are:
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

Israeli society is made up of immigrants and refugees. The majority of the Israelis experience the fragility of their existence in their new land, although
spiritually and religiously, they do not doubt their connection to the land.
The long and endless state of war has created emotional numbness. Lack of
sensitivity to pain of the other is necessary for existence and the ability to
function in state of ongoing emergency.
There is agony and anger, which are unmanageable, and which obviously
DNQEMVJGQRVKQPVQUGGVJGQVJGToURCKPCPFCPIGT
People look for a strong leader to lead them out of their distress. Abuse of
power is tolerated and justified. Society has lost the immunity to resist the
abuse of power.
There is a collective addiction to violence, a call for revenge and retaliation.
6JGTGKUYKFGURTGCFGUECRKUOCPFCRCUUKXGCEEGRVCPEGQHVJGnUKVWaVKQPo
Alienation and a lack of solidarity mean that each person is on his or her own.
Internalized violence: The legitimation of the use of violence against the enemy
is internalized, so that all opponents are perceived as the enemy, even within
QPGoUQYPUQEiGV[q &QMWR-168).

In addition, militarization, as a factual institution and as an ideology determines societal life in Israel. This includes the subordination of women in military service as much
CUVJGHWPEVKQPCNK\CVKQPQHVJGHCOKN[p6JGKORQTVCPEGQHVJGHCmily in Jewish society
is magnified in the context of the political conflict. The family is used as the connecting link between the collective and the individual recruited to military service, and, in
time of crisis, to war. Women, identified with the private sphere, the family, are expected to furnish maximum support to their men, and occasionally even sacrifice their
FGCTGUV KP VKOG QH YCT 6JG UJCFQY QH YCT OCMGU VJG HCOKN[ CP KORQTVCPV HCEVQTp
(Doku p. 168). Molly Malekar questions the ability of Israeli society to make peace in
such a highly militarized society
p6JGDKIIGUVCVVGORVQHTGEQPEKNKCVKQPDGVYGGP+UTCGNKUCPF2CNGUVKPKCPUYCUOCFGKP
the so-called people-to-people processes and encounters after the Oslo Accords. The
rationale behind this programme was to enable the individual and the collective to get
to know the other, to encourage a process of re-humanization, and to create a greater
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sense of empathy, cooperation, and understanding among Israelis and Palestinians. It
was assumed that this process would ultimately lead to reconciliation, which is one of
VJGOQUVOGCPKPIHWNEQPFKVKQPUHQTCVTWGCPFUVCDNGRGCEGq &QMWR 6JKUCpproach did not meet with success, and was rather hampered by the political leadership on both sides.
Especially women took the possibilities of cooperation seriously. Bat Shalom, the organization of which Molly Malekar is the director, organized many meetings and proLGEVUVQIGVJGTYKVJ2CNGUVKPKCPYQOGP.QQMKPIDCEMUJGUC[Up6JGTGKUCTQOCPVKE
perception that women from both sides of the national conflict will be able to transcend national boundaTKGU $WV PCVKQPCNKUO VGPFU VQ WUG VJG RTKXKNGIG QH YQOGPoU
institutions to force women to demonstrate their ultimate loyalty to their own national
EQNNGEVKXGq &QMW R   6JG TGNCVKQPUJKRU DGVYGGP 2CNGUVKPKCP CPF Israeli women
TGOCKPGF CU[OOGVTKECN p2CNGUVKPKCP YQOGP JQRGF VJCV +UTCGNK YQOGP YQWNF OQDilize support against the occupation within Israel, and would acknowledge the asymOGVT[QHRQYGTFGHKPKPIVJGKTTGNCVKQPUJKRq &QMWR *QYGXGTp+UTCGNKYQOGP,
especially the core group of activists, who came to the meeting as individuals, are
CNTGCF[ RQUKVKQPGF KP VJGKT QYP UQEKGV[CU nPQP-EQPHQTOKUVUo CPF CU ETKVKECN VQYCTFU
their own govGTPOGPV CPFUQEKGV[q &QMW 5  /QNN[/CNGMCTEQPENWFGUJGTTeport YKVJVJG CUUGUUOGPV p;GV NQPI[GCTU QHFKCNQIWG DGVYGGP VJG VYQ UKFGU JCXG
produced many personal relationships and trust. Joint meetings have been resourceful. It has been an opportunity to exchange sentiments, deliver messages, provide
analysis, and lGCTP CDQWV GCEJ QVJGToU UQEKGV[ FKTGEVN[ CPF Cuthentically. But these
rare occasions and this trust-building did not hold very long, once things on the
ground got violent. We could still meet informally, talk over the phone, exchange emails s but the friePFN[RGTUQPCNVTWUVFKFPQVUQHVGPVJGEQPVGPVQHVJGEQPXGTUCVKQPq
(Doku p. 176).
3.4.4

BRIDGE-BUILDING

By Simone Susskind
During the past forty years, peace activism has been a central pioneering precursor s
and often a substitute s for official attempts to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Women have played a central role in these efforts, both in mixed-gender organizaVKQPUCPFUKPEGKPCXCTKGV[QH+UTCGNK2CNGUVKPKCPCPFLQKPVYQOGPoURGCEGKPitiatives.
Israeli-Palestinian women's peace action has developed in three distinct phases:
The initial phase, which coincided with the First Intifada (1987-1993), witnessed the
emergence of separate grassroots women's organizations, such as Women in Black,
and the convening of the first Palestinian-IsTCGNKYQOGPoUOGGVKPIJGNFKP$TWUUGNUKP
/C[WPFGTVJGVKVNGp)KXG2GCEGC%JCPEG s 9QOGP5RGCM1WVq2JCUG6YQ
developed around the Oslo process (1993-2000); it was accompanied by the emerIGPEGQHCPWODGTQH+UTCGNKCPF2CNGUVKPKCPYQOGPoUITQWRU dedicated to supporting
gender-based encounters, but also by the consolidation of a common framework for
RQNKVKECN CEVKQP VJG PGVYQTM p,GTuUCNGO .KPM # 9QOGP U ,QKPV 8GPVWTG HQT 2GCEGq
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The Jerusalem Link was founded in 1994, following a second encounter between
Israeli and Palestinian women organized in Belgium in September 1992. The third
phase started in 2000, and has been accompanied by the creation of additional grassTQQVU YQOGPoU ITQWRU UWEJ CU /CEJUQO 9CVEJ QT VJG %QCNKVKQP QH 9QOGP HQT
Peace, and by a renewed effort to revive the diplomatic process.
2CNGUVKPKCP CPF +UTCGNK YQOGPoU RGCEG KPKVKCVKXGU JCXG FKHHGTGF HTQO VJQUG QH VJGKT
mixed-gender counterparts in several important respects. They have been pioneering,
clearly defining central political agenda items, a step ahead of the bulk of the peace
camp: In May 1989 in Brussels, for instance, Israeli and Palestinian women called for
mutual recognition between the State of Israel and the PLO, and an end to the occupaVKQP 5GEQPF YQOGPoU RGCEG CEtion has been extremely persistent in refusing to
give in, in the face of the deterioration of the situation on the ground. And third, it has
focused on a series of concrete actions: It was Jerusalem Link which took the initiative in organizing an international political, academic and cultural event in June 1997
QPVJGVJGOGp5JCTKPI,GTWUCNGOs 6YQ%CRKVCNUHQT6YQ5VCVGUqCVCVKOGYJGPVJKU
idea was taboo for the immense majority of Israeli public opinion, even within the
peace camp. Woman activists, however, have been consistently excluded from official or semi-official initiatives, and their distinctive perspectives have been largely ignored.
Over time however, Israeli-2CNGUVKPKCPYQOGPoURGCEGOQXGOGPVURTQITGssively lost
their impact, both in Palestinian and in Israeli public opinion, as did the peace camps,
confronted with the deterioration of the peace process.
It is within this context that a group of veteran Israeli and Palestinian woman activists
decided to take a critical look at their past efforts, with a view toward increasing their
efficacy. Building on years of joint peace work and the personal trust that had developed as a result, they looked at ways of overcoming existing pitfalls, and for designing a more efficient and productive framework for action.
The conceptual starting point for what was eventually to become the International
Women's Commission for a Just and Sustainable Palestinian-Israeli Peace (IWC) was
the adoption of the landmark UN Security Council Resolution 1325, which calls for
ensuring not only protection for women in conflict situations, but also recognizes
YQOGPoUEQPVTKDWVKQPUCPFCFXQECVGUVJGKTCEVKXGRCrticipation in all stages of peacemaking and peace-building. Besides highlighting the potential power inherent in
woOGPoURGCEGGHHQTVU4GUQNWVKQPD[HWTPKUJKPICDTQCFKPVGTPCVKQPCNWODTGNNC
indirectly suggested a way to overcome the bilateral impasse in Israeli-Palestinian
relations at that time.
In July 2005, at a strategic planning meeting in Istanbul, 40 Palestinian, Israeli and
inVGTPCVKQPCN YQOCP NGCFGTU CPF CFXQECVGU HQWPFGF VJG +PVGTPCVKQPCN 9QOGPoU
Commission for a Just and Sustainable Palestinian-Israeli Peace. Its Charter of Principles stresses the goal of ending the Israeli occupation through immediate final-status
negotiations on a two-state solution. It also underlines the need to hold all parties ac-
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countable for fulfilling their obligations under UNSC Resolution 1325, to include
women in the process.
The mission of the IWC was clearly stated in the charter: First, to work for an end to
the occupation, and for genuine negotiations towards a just and sustainable peace;
Second, to promote a process of political dialogue in order to rectify ongoing asymmetries and address all elements of reconciliation; third, to ensure the meaningful
participation of various women, including those from civil society, in any Israeli2CNGUVKPKCP RGCEG RTQEGUU CPF HQWTVJ VQ IWCTCPVGG VJCV YQOGPoU RGTURGEVKXGU CPF
experiences be incorporated in any accord, in order to enhance gender equality and
societal well-being.
The list of activities elaborated at the founding meeting of the IWC to carry out this
agenda was ambitious and innovative, ranging from the formulation of political positions on key issues or events taking place on the ground, through advocacy at the
highest level, to the mobilization of broad constituencies.
The activities of the IWC focused on several main areas: The first involved monitoring
political developments and formulating gender-driven political positions; the second
focused on lobbying decision-makers, and advocacy in society; and the third focused
on the mobilization of local constituencies.
At the end of 2010 however, the IWC members agreed to end the activities of the
organization, because they were not able to all work together anymore. This was directly linked to the 2008 Israeli military operation against Gaza. It is important to bear
in mind that some 80 percent of the Israeli public approved of the military intervention
s including women who were members of the IWC. For Palestinian women, there
was no way to work with partners who justified the Israeli attack. And the attack on
the Gaza aid flotilla, which left nine Turkish crew members dead, raised tensions still
further.
On top of these polarizing events, a general fatigue about the entrenched conflict had
afflicted the group. The women involved had been fighting for a cause they considered just, but then they came to see that the conflict was moving in the opposite direction.
All along, throughout the more than 20 years of common activities for a just peace,
the relations between the Palestinian and the Israeli woman activists were in effect
based on asymmetrical conditions, due to the huge differences in the daily lives of
women in the two societies.
3.4.5

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THE MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT

The Middle East conflict is not comparable with the other cases in terms of international ramifications and the development of violence within it, even if certain instances are certainly similar. The Middle East conflict shows, in all its phases, how
dramatically the international community can repeatedly fail, and how mutual disillusionment over unfulfilled hopes for peace can again and again lead to the escalation
of violence. The spiral of violence and cynicism shows a degree of negative creativity
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that never fails to shock. The main issue in the conflict is the struggle for land, and
state autonomy. In the background however, both sides are continually mythologizing
history and using religion as legitimation. It also seems that both sides understand
GCEJQVJGToUYQWPFURGrfectly well, and know best to direct their attacks.
Unlike the other cases of war and conflict examined in our project, the Middle East
conflict has been going on for over 60 years and no solution is in sight. Another difference from the other cases is that here, we are dealing with a peace movement on
both sides, so that we have here, in terms of the cooperation in the framework of our
project, a reverse asymmetry: while in real life, the superior power of Israel and the
factual inferiority and weakness of the Palestinian side is evident, the relationship in
the cooperation between the Israeli peace movement and those Palestinian groups
willing to cooperate with it is exactly reversed: the Israeli peace movement is a weak,
currently vanishingly small minority in Israel, which is ignored by its own public opinion and by the majority of its own people. Publicly prominent personalities who make
a commitment to the peace process are often subjected to attacks and insults. The
representatives of the Palestinian side who are prepared for civil society cooperation,
on the other hand, always also represent the collective interests of the Palestinian
people. This reverse asymmetry is, in the difficult process of understanding between
Palestinian and Israeli peace forces, impossible to overlook. On the other hand, the
small peace projects, the participation of Israeli-Jewish activists in protests, and the
cooperation between women of both sides represents a peace dividend in time of
violence and war s a peace dividend which depends on the home for peace, and refuses to abandon this hope.
The history of the Middle East conflict implies consequences of colonialism just as
much as consequences of the rule of the Nazi regime in Europe and the extermination
of European Jewry. The colonial power Great Britain initially supported the settlement
of Jewish immigrants, and then ended it during World War II, during a time of the
greatest existential emergency of European Jews. In 1948, it supported a two-state
solution, and then vanished from the scene under pressure from the Jewish uprising.
No Western country could, in 1948, after the murder of 6 million European Jews by
the Nazis, dare to fight against the founding of the state of Israel.
We must not forget the experience of the survivors who were able to flee that inferno:
virtually no country in the world had been prepared to accept them without conditions, and many refugees did not succeed in finding a safe haven, since they had to
wait too long for a visa, or had no chance of getting one in the first place. Without a
doubt, Israeli policy cannot be understood without the background of this collective
Jewish trauma.
The psychological warfare is being carried out by it both sides with extreme precision:
The Palestinian reaction to the expulsion from their country has from the start targeted this trauma of the Jewish population: first, as a threat to destroy the state of
Israel and drive out all Jews from the country, and more recently, through suicide
bombs against the civilian population. Thus has Palestinian resistance in its most mili42
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tant form from the start contributed to that mixture of a feeling of victimization and a
security phobia in Israeli society which can only be explained socio-psychologically.
On the other hand, the Israeli occupying power in the Palestinian territories, viewed
socio-psychologically, in the same way precisely targets the collective trauma of the
Palestinian people. The trauma of the Naqba, the catastrophe of expulsion from one's
own country, the trauma of over 60 years of life in refugee camps for relevant part of
the Palestinian population is permanently being called to memory, even for the nonrefugees in the occupied territories. The policies of separating off villages and Palestinian land, the ghettoization of the Palestinian people and the continuing appropriation of land for settlement construction, the aggressiveness of the settlers, the arbitrary closing of checkpoints, and the fundamental restrictions on the freedom to travel
for the Palestinian people, all the way to the closing off of the Gaza Strip, have revealed directly to every Palestinian, every day, that if he or she is not a refugee now,
they could become one tomorrow s homeless in the world or ghettoized in a camp.
The willingness to engage in a peace process can only emerge in both societies, the
Israeli and the Palestinian, if civil society is strengthened and the peaceful neighbourliness becomes a worthwhile goal for the majorities of both peoples. War and violence, collective punishment and psychological humiliation are permanently destroying the willingness for peace on both sides. In this context, the situation in Gaza is
especially dramatic. Here, not only is the entire population being made responsible for
the actions of a few militant groups, but the UN's refugee aid system is permanently
being hampered in its efforts to provide the refugees with the basics of life.
The failure of the international community is highlighted directly by the large number
of resolutions on the Middle East conflict passed by the UN General Assembly and
the UN Security Council. There have been a total of 30 resolutions of the General Assembly since 1947, and 233 resolutions of the Security Council, all aimed at a solution
of the Middle East conflict, or of a particular situation of war and violence current at
the time. The disregard for the United Nations as the only instance with international
legitimation for peace processes and for ending violence and war is a shocking fact of
the Middle East conflict. The delegitimizing and demoralizing effect of this fact, extending far beyond the bounds of this concrete conflict, should not be underestimated.
In this situation, the strategy of nonviolent resistance in order to defend access to
closed-off villages and oppose the expulsion of Palestinian families from East Jerusalem, and the reconstruction by the Palestinian administration and international aid
organizations in the West Bank of the infrastructure destroyed by the military actions
of the Israeli army, as well as the tireless work of UNWRA in Gaza, are the only ray of
hope. The participation of young Israelis in demonstrations and actions of nonviolent
resistance are also important.
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4

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Will be presented at the 24/25 November 2011 conference.
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